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Coffeehouse work begins
By ARDIE CLARK
Work has begun on the coffeehouse
to meet fire and safety regulations,
according to Ed Niethold, food
service manager of the Student
Union. Overall costs of approximately 810,000 will come from
a Spartan Shops reserve fund,
manager Harry Wineroth said.
Eliminating fire hazards is
Niethold’s immediate concern. He
said the barnboards and other
decorations have been taken down
from the walls and the old furniture
will be hauled away soon.
The boards were put up as paneling
at the beginning of this semester. Ex manager of the coffeehouse. Wayne
Nelson, said he had personally
sprayed fireproofing on the wood and
other decorations.
However, when the fire marshal
inspected the coffeehouse on April 8,
he found the fireproofing lobe inadequate.
"When the fire marshal tore off a
piece of the parachute and lit it, it
went poof," said Robert S. Martin,
dean of student services.
The fire hazards were not the only
reasons behind the closure of the
coffeehouse and adjoining snack bar
May 3. The fire marshal also reported
Spartan Shops had failed to comply
with safety recommendations made
on Dec. 8. 1971 and May 11, 1972.
On those dates the fire marshal had
advised Spartan Shops of the need
for panic hardware (emergency exit
mechanisms) on each of the doors
plus an additional exit in the west
wall of the coffeehouse.
The combination of fire and safety
hazards caused the fire marshal to
recommend immediate closure of the
two areas. After considering the
situation the Spartan Shops Board of
Directors agreed.
In turn, Nelson charged Spartan
Shops management with negligence
for not complying with past requests

of the state fire marshal. Nelson said
even if the fire hazard was taken care
of, the coffeehouse couldn’t be
reopened.
Spartan Shops Manager Harry
Wineroth agreed Spartan Shops had
been slow in installing the emergency
hardward and new door, but he indicated there had not been pressing
problems until the fire hazard was
created.
"The doors were wide enough for
easy access when the building was in
use," Wineroth said. "Because of this,
the people in Building and Grounds
didn’t feel there was a big problem.
"However, when the fire marshal
and the health department got into
the act, past issues were magnified. If
the place had been kept clean and
fire-safe, it would probably be still
operating."
Niethold is supervising removal of
fire hazards. During this semester, he
has been Spartan Shops representative on the Coffeehouse Advisory
Board. He worked closely with
coffeehouse management in solving
problems of food preparation and
serving.
Currently Niethold is overseeing
the work to bring the coffeehouse and
snack bar up to state standards. He
said removing fire hazards and
installing shelving for storage is no
problem. However, he indicated the
doors were another matter. Work on
them could take 90 to 120 days.
Whether or not the existing doors
could be altered to handle the panic
hardware, he was not certain. This
would have to be verified by the
manufacturer, he said. The new
doors in the west wall of the
coffeehouse can simply be ordered,
but the others would take longer.
"I hope the coffeehouse is ready by
the first of September," Niethold
said. "If it is, this will be the first time
it has opened at the first of a
semester.

"To get off the ground with
students, it can’t be opened any later
than that," he stressed.
Debts carried over from Wayne
Nelson’s management of the
coffeehouse are being covered by the

Police stop
lawn games
via complaint
Pictured on the right is Officer
Grant Ledbetter and Jim Mehl hoisting ferry Sorich up to take down the
volleyball nets yesterday afternoon
for the last time. The volleyball
games had been in front of Morris
Dailey Auditorium,
The Campus Police, acting on a
complaint
from Buildings and
Grounds, asked the students to take
down the net strung up between two
palm trees.
According to player Jerry Sorich.
the games have been going on undisturbed for about three weeks.
Lt. Maurice Jones of the Campus
Police stated that the allowing of
such games there would cause a
problem maintaining the lawn.

Mike Russell

Program to blast off Monday

Fair previews future
By LEE DICKASON
Blast off into the future next week
at the 21st Century Future Fair.
The fair starts Monday at San Jose
St ate University, and is designed ass
forecastof what is to comethe future
and its impact on us and our society.
Following is a list of speakers,
and
exhibits,
workshops,
symposiums to take place during the
four days of the fair.
MONDAY
FOOD SAFETY-11 to 1230 p.m. KU. Almaden Room.
Ur. George York of DC Davis talks on foodborn infections and food additives.
PROTEIN 5U5ETITUTE5-12:30 130 p.m. S.C. Loma
Prima Room, Dr. Wade Brant of LIC Davis will speak on
protein substitutes. eggs, poultry. and raw meat.
OCEAN-IUVER-WATER8HED-EARTH-12:32 p.m.
SAT Ballroom International maritime law aimed at
preservation of the sea is currently being discussed by

the United Nations. Members of the Oceanic Society
wilt discuss the implications.
FUTURE OF SPACE LAW-1.30-2:30 p.m. S.U.
Almaden Room, Dean George Alexander of Santa Clara
University will dim use the expanding frontiers of space
FOOD OF THE FUTURE-2 to 3 p.m. KU. Calaverae
Room Or, Horace Burr. a research chemist for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture will give a slide show and
lecture.
ALTERNATIVES TO PRISON5-2:30-3:30 p.m. S.U.
Ballroom. !oho Maher. president ol the Delancey Street
Foundation in San Francine. will speak on the
problems of criminal rehabilitation. A portable all will
brimn display on Seventh Street.
WE ARE WHAT WE EAT-3:36-4:30 p.m. S.U. LOMe
Prieto Room. Panel of food experta will discuss food of
the tot ure.
ANN HALPRIN DANCERS WORKSHOP-7:30 p.m.
KU. per tot. The dance company will perform an
original ritualistic dance featuring audience involvement. No co-rec Monday night] 91. donation to
the artists.
HOW TO SURVIVE THE POPULATION ROMS-09:30 p.m. 5.11. lImunhum Room. Stephanie Mills. former
editor of " arth" and "Earth Tina,’ will discuss

Injunction is sought
to halt strike groups
Farah Manufacturing Co. and Emporium-Capwell Co. are seeking an
injunction in Santa Clara Superior
Court to halt Venceremos, a
revolutionary organization, and the
Farah Strike Support Committee
from "threatened violent actions"
and demonstrations against their
stores.
At Farah plants in Texas and New
Mexico, 3,000 employees have been
on strike for 12 months. Venceremos
and the Farah Strike Support Cornmittee have been picketing stores
such as the Emporium which sell
Farah products to support the strike.
The court action taken by the companies concerns Emporium stores at
701 El Camino Real in Mountain
View and one in the Stanford Shopping Center in Palo Alto.
75
claim
plantiffs
The
chanted slogans,
demonstrators
"voiced insults and obscenities" and
"annoyed and intimidated customers
and employees" at an April 7
demonstration at the Mountain View
store.
The complaint also states 75 to 100
pas"blocked
demonstrators
sageways" and "threatened violent
two
May
5
in
actions"
demonstrations at the Stanford
Shopping Center Emporium.
Amalgamated Clothing
The
Workers of America, AFL -CIO,
organized the strike by Farah employees for unionization.
The plantiffs also contend
demonstrations against the Emporium stores are illegal since the
strike is centered in New Mexico and

Texas while the Emporium is a San
Francisco company.
No date has been set for a hearing
of the case.

Birth control
supplies sale
ending soon
Tuesday. May 29 will be the last
day San Jose State University coeds
will be able to purchase birth control
supplies from the SJSU Hirt h Control
Center, according to Carol Swanson,
clinic coordinator.
The center, which began dispensing contraceptives early this year,
will be closed for the entire summer,
and will begin clinic operation again
in September.
Ms. Swanson stressed until the
May 29 closing date, students can
only purchase contraceptive supplies
at evening clinics.
Regularly scheduled clinics are
conducted from 5 to 9 p.m. Monday
and Tuesday evenings at the center,
located at Seventh and San Carlos
streets.
"We want to be sure to communicate this to the students who
have come to the clinics during the
year, but may not have a sufficient
supply to last through the summer,"
Ms. Swanson said.

A.S. Special Allocations Committee.
It
has given the coffeehouse
management $400 to help pay a $838
deficit, according to Hector Lizardi.
acting manager.
(844 Par 4)

WASHINGTON (AP)Elliot Richardson. Pres. Nixon’s nominee for attorney general, siid yesterday the President told him he doesn’t want to be
kept informed !lbout the Watergate investigations and prosecutions.
Richardson was testifying for the second day before a Senate committee
whose purpose is to act on his nomination.
There is to be "an arm’s length relationship" between the Justice
Department and the White House in the conduct of the case. Richardson
quoted the President as saying.
"The President has said lam to have authority over these investigations and
prosecutions and that I am to press them to a conclusion no matter who is
hurt." he said.
The Senate committee members questioned Richardson closely about how
much authority the special prosecutor in the Watergate case would have to
carry out the investigation. The prosecutor has not yet been named.

overpopulation.
"METROPOLIS" AND "NEI1 p.m. Morris Dade ,
Auditorium. The lar..1 lams of Frill Lang
TUESDAY
ETHNIC POWER i 2:30-2 pm. S.U.Loina Priet a R....
A discussion of ethnic prophecies and predications 1,
Nathan Hare. editor of the"Black Scholar." Stella Lea, I,
author of The American Indian Movement." Oscar
Acosta. author of the "Brown Buffalo." and Kathy
McLaughlin. Official IRA member.
ALTERNATIVE SHELTERS-12:30-1:30 p.m. S.D.
Umunhum Room. Lloyd Kahn. author of the ’Dome
Book" will present a lecture-slide show on Ethernet. .
shelters.
-5UNSEED-12:30-2 p.m. Morris Dailey Auditor...
The premiere showing of it documentary about
world’s religious leaders.
HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN SHELTER-3-4:30 p 171
Seventh Street. Wayne Cartwright. dome expert, will
conduct a workshop on built:hog shelthers. An
alternative shelter will be built on Seventh Street.
POWER AND THE MEDIA-7.30-9 p.m. 5.11. Loma
Prieto Room. Nicol. von Hoffman. Washington Post
columnist. will lead a discussion tin freedoms of the
press. with Warren Hinckle. former Ramparts editor.
and Paul Krassner. editor of the Realist.
’SUN5EED"-8:30- u Hm. Morris Dailey. Second
showing.
GENERAL POWER CONFERENCE-9:30-11 p.m. 5.11.
Loma Prieto Room. Participants in both the ethnic and
media panel discussions will filin to discuss power in
he not cent urv. Moderator. Nicolas von Hoffman.
WEDNESDAY
ALTERNATIVE SPORTS-12:30-1:30 p.m. SAL Loma
..-ta Room. Dave Meggysey. author of "Out of Their
a." presents new sports for a new age.
SIERICAN DREAM MACHINE-12:30-2 P.m. S.II.
Inhum Room. "American Dream Machine" producer
] ’,Almoner will speak
HERBS AND THINGS -1 2: 30-1,30 p.m. S.1L Costanoan
Room. lean. Rose, nut hot ol "Herbs and Things" will
talk about herbs and all of their dimension,.
AROMA THERAPY-2-3 pm S.11 Costa.. Room.
Jeanne Rose will conduct a workshop on the power of
smells.
DAN O’NEILL DRAWS COMICS-2-3 p.m. SAL Lome
Prieto Room. "Odd Bodkins" cartoonist Dan O’Neill
satirised the week’s events.
NATURAL MEDIONE-3:30-4:30 p.m. S.U. LOMB
Prieto Room David Sobel will speak nn natural
medicines.
PEOPLES COMPUTER COMPANYall day. ti I
Calaveras Room All day computer games and
demonstrations
IS WAYS TO ALTER YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS-7.g
p.m. SA Ilmonhum ROMT lames Fediman. eidtor ol the
!flume! of Transpersonal Psychology presents a lecture
an changing consciousness.
CAN MAN SURVIVET-7-9:30 p.m. SI! Loma Rants
Room. Science fiction experts David Gerrold, Robert
Silserberg. Theodore and Ovine Sturgeon. Dough.
Trumhi II and Quinn Yarbro will compose the panel.
KIRWAN PHOTOGRAPHY-8:30-9:30 p.m. 5.11. Loma
Pride Room. Kiri’an photography gives pictures of
energy radiated by all living things.
SUM CHOIR-10 p.m. S.U. Loma Prone. The 20.
member choir present eclectic music, strains of Baroque
and bosso nova, mingled with gospel and rock. lass and
East
THURSDAYTELEVISION DAY
11Th CENTURY RERUNSAll day, S.U. upper level
Student Union. "Star Trek." "American Dream
Machine." "2001," "TV Telethon" will be shown tint
Dog at 10 a.m in the S.U. Ballroom.
PLANETARY CONSCIOUSNESSnonn- 1:30 p.m.
till 1Imunhum Room. lames Failiman and Stephen
Durkee. mystic and visionary
FREE MONEY-12,30-1 30 p.m 5.1.1. llmonhum Room.
tit. art Brand. editor i.f the ’Whole Earth Catalogue. ill intending the notion of free money.
THE COMMI1’TER-11:30 p.m. S.U. Snack Bar, The San
t rainy. group will lead improvisational workshops
PEOPLE’S COMPTUER COMPANYall day Middle
level Student Union All day computer games and
demonstrations
SURVIVAL TECHNOLOGYnoon-2 pm Ballroom
Science fiction wine.. producers and fanatics will di, us, the future of man’s survive!. pert II. continued from
hi, ru ci’s its
SCHOOL OF HOLOGRAPHYnnon-all day 11.11 Costa.. Room Holograms and other living art
Pine Wavy Gravy and the Hog Farm, total. and
exhibits.
A St ticket will guarantee admission lo all events and
...Online, except those will special admission prices
ticket% are evNleble at the A.S. Business 011ice in the
SIMIPM 1 noon, and at the door of each event
the lair is financed end sponsored hy the Aasot iated
Students. and created and produred ha American Trans
Media.

riranscripts ;

Transcripts with end of the ,
; semester grades, with or without a
degree completion posted, can be
requested at window six, Regis trees Office, starting Monday, the
ioffice released.
iTranscript requests cost Si each
; and will be mailed approximately
! three weeks after the end of the i
semester.
The office said an effort should
1.. be made to place requests as soon
as possible.

Senate okays
mail in reg
The U.S. Senate passed a bill
Wednesday, allowing voters to
register for presidential and congressional elections by filling out and
mailing a post card. The bill has now
gone to the House for approval.
Passage of the bill was delayed by
a month-long filibuster and the bill
was passed by a vote of 57-37.
The bill was strongly opposed by
the administration and Republican
senators.
However, floor manager of the bill.
Senator Gale McGee, D-Wyo., felt the
bill would result in the registration of
people who would not have
registered under the original system,
including many blue collar workers.

Roger Woo

Student charges
get pressure
Charges of intimidation have been
leveled against the university administration by Bryce Vradenburg,
student member of the A.S. Budget
Committee.
Vradenburg, also an A.S. councilman-elect, described the budget
committee as a puppet, and predicted
an eventual showdown between
student government and the administration to determine spending
of student funds.
"We’re being told by the administration that there are certain
things we can’t touch, and if we do we
won’t have a budget at all," Vradenburg said.
Among those budget items favored
by the administration according to
Vradenburg, are the mans’ intercollegiate program and the
Intercultural Steering Committee.
SJSU Pres. John H. Bunzel had no
comment to make on Vradenburg’s
charges, saying. "I never comment on
the A.S. budget before it reaches my
desk."
Dr. Bunzel has total veto power
over the A.S. budget, as authorized
by Title 5 of the state education code.
It is through this provision, according to Vradenburg, that Dr.

Bunzel may cut all or part of the A.S.
budget, and keep the council considering the budget through the
summer.
Dr. Robert S. Martin, dean of
student affairs, was unavailable for
comment on the charges. He is one of
two administration members on the
budget committee.
The other, Louie Barozzi, student
government advisor, also would not
comment on Vradenburg’s charges

Support varies
in Indian march
A mart,h and rally tor the "self
determination of Native Americans"
will begin at 1 p.m. tomorrow at
Backesto Park at 13th and Jackson
streets.
There seems to be some confusion
as the who is supporting the march.
The local Indian Center does not
want to be associated with the event
and its director, jay Healy, said some
local leaders of the American Indian
Movement (AIM) support the march
and others do not.

New Social Science dean
By DEBBIE TERESI
Dr. James M. Sawrey, chairman of
the psychology department at San
lose State University, was named
dean of the School of Social Sciences
today by Pres. John H. Bunzel.
Dr. Sawrey. 53, will assume his
new position this summer.
A native of North Dakota, Dr.
Sawrey has been at SISU since 1952,
when he was assistant professor of
psychology. He has been the
deaprtment’s chairman the past
seven years.
Announcing the appointment, Dr.
Bonze’ commented, "When I first met
with the search committee, I told the
members I wanted to appoint a
person who, in addition to being an
able administrator, was a recognized
scholar who believed in the importance of faculty scholarship and
research. Jim Sawrey is such a
person."
Dr. Bunzel continued, saying Dr.
Sawrey "is highly regarded by those
who know him as a colleague and
friend. and I know he will provide
creative and imaginative leadership
in his new position."
While at SJSU. Dr. Sawrey has
been a member of several committees, including the President’s

Committee on the Future of
Education.
He is the author of several articles
and books, including "Frustration
and Conflict." With SJSU emeritus
professor Charles W. Telford, he has
co-authored several books. They include "Educational Psychology,"
"Dynamics of Mental Health," "The

Psychology of Adjustment" and "The
Exceptional Individual."
Dr. Sawrey received his B.S. degree
in social science from the University
of North Dakota as well as his Ed.D.
degree in psychology. He is a member
of numerous professional
organizations,
including
the
American
Psychological
Association, the West ern Psychological
Association and the California
Educational Research Association.
He has won several honors including the distinguished teaching
award from the California State
University and Colleges system and
two visiting scientist awards from
the American Psychological Association.
As dean of the School of Social
Sciences, Dr. Sawrey will oversee 12
departments and programs, which
include anthropology, history,
political science, psychology and
sociology. The School has a faculty of
238 and a student enrollment of
5,800.

Ciao, *Marmon

Dr. James M. Sawrity

The School of Social Sciences was
established last September by Dr.
Bonze’ when the then huge School of
Humanities and Arts was split into
two units.

Editorial

Frightening cycle of
tightening education
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How unfortunate it is that less
than a year after receiving
university status San Jose State
University is beginning to resemble a second-rate institution.
Readers of Tuesday’s Spartan
Daily may have learned that some
departments within two schools.
specifically Education and Applied Arts and Sciences, are being
forced to put quotas on
enrollment and in some cases
eliminate classes altogether.
This is the direct result of the
policies of two persons.
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke and
Dr. Hobert W. Burns, academic
vice president.
For reasons that are still vague
(but which probably involve
the
political considerations)
chancellor curtailed SJSU faculty
positions for next year to the
point where it will have the
highest student -faculty ratio
19-1) in the entire CSUC system.
Add to that the facts contained
today in a Daily article that the
chancellor is charged with having
improperly diverted the funds for
over 28 faculty positions which
were to help alleviate shortages
state-wide, and you have the picture of a man not truly concerned
with the fate of SJSU or the CSUC
system.
Closer to home we come up
against the problem of Dr. Burns’
educational philosophy.
I. HMOS

1114‘

Dr. Burns is the man charged
with the responsibility of
dividing the chancellor’s
allocation (this year about 1,160
positions) among the university’s
schools.
It is well known that he favors
the liberal arts areas over professional fields.
’Nell, that would be fine if it
weren’t for the fact that
enrollment in the professional
programs is jumping by leaps and
bounds.
By reducing the number of
positions in journalism, ochome
therapy,
cupational
economics, and education, Dr.
Burns is going a long way to destroy these departments.
In journalism, classes are being
cut out and the Spartan Daily
staff may be reduced. Occupational therapy is forced to
close its doors to new majors next
year. Quotas are being put on entry to the credentials program.
Programs such as occupational
therapy are caught in a bind. As
entry into them gets more restrictive they get less funding the
following year which forces even
tighter quotas. A frightening
cycle develops.
The accreditation committees,
to say the least, are not going to be
very pleased the next time they
make their rounds.

Organizing campus touring club
00.-/aff.

Steve Rogers, a returning San
Jose State student next year, is
interested in helping to organize
bicycle touring clubs on campus.
Steve said he would like to meet
with interested people this
summer to take some weekend
rides and short day -runs.
Perhaps, after gaining a nucleus
of riders over the summer, a club
can be organized next year which
can plan some long tours before

Steve Terry
the winter rains.
Steve said those interested in
doing some riding should call him
at 295-0238.
Getting a proper "fit" on your
bike is important to prevent
fatigue and discomfort. If you
have a 10-speed with dropped
handlebars, the main consideration is good weight distribution. The body should be

r’ iiios

Oppressed continue fight
..ymeari....

Even though the struggle at
Wounded Knee ended in a
surrender, we shouldn’t see
ourselves as being defeated.
Wounded Knee pushed the
struggle of all oppressed people
ahead in many ways.
It exposed the oppression of the
Indian people. More importantly,
it showed their determination
and ability to fight back. It
pointed out the weaknesses in the
"mighty" U.S. military machine
With all that military power, the
government
couldn’t
take
Wounded Knee by force because
of political pressure coming from
the people. We learned more
about the importance of uniting
to support national liberation
struggles. We learned more about
how to use that unity effectively.
It would be silly, considering
all that came out of Wounded
Knee to say that we lost because
we surrendered. It’s important to
continue to fight for selfdetermination, not only for the
Indian nations but for all oppressed nations. In the spirit of
continuing the struggle, there
will be a rally tomorrow. Besides
marching to show our continuing
support, we hope to use that rally
to analyze the takeover at
Wounded Knee and talk about
where we failed and where we
were strongest in our support.
The rally will be:
Tomorrow at 1 p.m. at Backesto
Park, corner of 13th and Jackson.
From there we will march to St.
James Park for a rally at 2.
Speakers will include:
Someone who was at
Wounded Knee during the
surrender.
Bob
King from the
Venceremos Central Committee
Members of San Jose AIM
A member of the Republic of
New Africa who will talk about
Ralph Terry, a Black man who
was recently shot by a San Jose
policeman.

My stuggles
Is it true that at this moment lam
becoming weak?
I may try to he something I am
not?
Have I expected too much of
myself?
You have supposedly shown me
this path
Are my steps too short or the road
closed?
Perhaps if I had realized your
ways are not my means...
Lisa Chapman

Shelley Johnston
Self-determination for all oppressed nations!
Avenge Ralph Terry!

Guest

1Veighborhood power in city politics
- 11r. Terr
San Jose’s City Council takes
its show on the road once a month
when the council and a dozen or
so administrators hold a
"neighborhood meeting" in one of
the city’s 14 planning districts.
These affairs are usually
sparsely attended. Often there
are more people from City Hall
than from the neighborhoods.
The council has considered dropping the meetings, but postponed
that decision until after last
week’s neighborhood session.
That meeting, held in the
Almaden planning district in
southern San Jose, was an impressive display of the power a
neighborhood can have when it is
well organized.
Though the mayor presided, the
citizens really ran the meeting.
As each component of city
services (parks, recreation, traffic control, etc.) was considered, a
the
spokesperson
for
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neighborhood presented their
views, along with a list of questions they wanted answered.
For several years the
neighborhood has been organized
into task forces to study
particular problems and to work
with city administration on the
solution of those problems. Their
presentation on Wednesday was
impressive, but more impressive
were the answers they received.
For every question the city had
an answer, and the answers were
not
bureaucratic
runaround.
They were specific and substantive. On every issue raised by the
citizens, their government was
doing something and offered
specific dates of expected project
completion (mostly this year!).
There
are
few
other
neighborhoods in San Jose for
which these sorts of answers
would be forthcoming.
Why? Partly it’s because
Almaden has fewer serious social
problems than other parts of the
city. It’s one of the wealthiest and
whitest parts of town and it’s
people are demanding bikeways,
parks and fewer billboards, not
controversial things like public
housing and community control
of police.
The Almaden area also has
political clout because it is
politically active. People there
vote in higher percentages than
the rest of the city.
And finally, they’re well
organized and they’ve worked
hard to get things out of the city.
A year or two ago the issues on
which they were getting satisfactory responses last week were
just being raised. They were
organizing, researching, building
up their strength as a group and
beginning to produce some very
able leaders. This year the
citizens of the Almaden area were
getting what they wanted and
deciding what to ask for next.
Can the campus community
ever be that powerful? Probably
. not. Our planning district lumps
us with the Rose Garden,
downtown, and the Northside.
We aren’t as tidy as Almaden or
as homogeneous. Our problems
are not so simple. And even in the

Christensen

campus area we are disorganized
and disinterested.
The Associated Students Planning Committee has begun to do
task force work similar to that of
the Almaden citizens, however,
and other groups are becoming
concerned. This newspaper, more
than ever before, is beginning to
serve its community and to reach
beyond the Student Union.
The rest is up to the residents of
the campus area.

G 114‘Si

horizontal so that your weight is
evenly distributed, it also makes
for a more comfortable ride.
Your leg should be almost
straight at the bottom of the
crank cycle. This can be achieved
by raising the saddle post (leave
at least three inches in frame).
Now, raise the handlebars, if
needed, to achieve balance.
*
There are many books
available which will help you
understand what is involved in
Lists of
touring.
bicycle
equipment needed, and tips to
help you along, are all included.
But more important, some very
interesting and varied tours are
suggested. Usually, the tours are
listed according to difficulty. Information concerning steep
grades, auto traffic density,
points of interest, water and food
concessions, wind and road conditions, is all there.
One good book for beginners is
"JJ’s Best Bike Trips" by Joanne
Johnston ($2). All the tours listed
are relatively easy jaunts around
the Bay Area which emphasize
enjoyment of land, sea, and sky.
A car bike rack is a good
investment for auto owners who
would rather begin their ride in
the country than threading
through smoggy city streets to
the good roads. Prices begin at
about $12. Be sure to tell the bike
shop employee what make,
model, and year of your car. A
simple bumper carrier will hold
two bikes. Owners of sedans can
buy more expensive roof racks
which can carry up to four bikes.
Keep your receipt, just in case
you have to make an exchange.
The most complete bicycle
shop in the campus area is
Desimone’s Cycle Shop, 83 S.
Second St. They carry a good line
of 10-speed bikes with prices
ranging from about $85 and up.
They also have car racks, and
many touring and racing accessories. Most shops will do
repairing (learn to do your own)
and can special order parts. As
always, be wiseshop around.
Have a good summer. Enjoy the
ride.
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Salted seaweed
Food prices stay up.
However, there’s no need to
starve to death. People have been
in food emergencies before and
have left some helpful hints on
survival.
Try these from the Thrifty
Scotsa rugged clan who went
through hard times in history
without meat or money, yet came
out hale, hearty and brawand
the envy of their neighbors, the
English.
The secret? Seaweedall
kinds.
"That there is great virtue in
seaweed," writes a native of the
Hebrides, "is evident from the
numbers who went to the ’ebb’ at
least once a year, and after a meal
of ’dulch’ washed down with
draughts of salt water, returned
set up with good health for a
year."
Seaweed pills may be bought in
most organic food stores but apparently this is the only way
seaweed is sold. For a supply of
the "real stuff," Fisherman’s
Wharf is the place to go.
It’s not sold exactly as in
Scotland of course. Over there the
children who lived by the sea ate
the stems of sea tangle as they
would stalks of rhubarb. They
would discard the fronds, roast
the stalk on both sides over the
embers, place it on buttered bread
and eat with relish.
The red form of seaweed
known as "dulch" was a popular
dish and the fisher girls carried it
through the streets selling it like
fruit.
The silky plant of purplish
brown, the leaves transparent
and delicate dissolved easily into
a jelly.
Washed carefully and steeped
in cold water for a few hours with
a little bicarbonate of soda,
"Sloke" as it was called, was
boiled and stirred gently until a
dark green. The fishermen took a
supply with them and spread it
on oatcakes while they worked. It
was said they could live on it for
years without any other food.
Sloke was also served as a main
dish with mashed potatoes. And
when boiled in milk and seasoned
with butter, vinegar or lemon
juice made a delicious soup.
So if you care to beat the rising
costs, have an adventurous
streak in you, and can visit
Fisherman’s Wharf or the ocean
for supplies, keep this in mind.
The taste will be delicateand
if the benefits are the same as for
the big, braw Scots, the results
should be a hearty HOOCH AYE!
Peg Bennett
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Anonymous grading is ’hypocrisy’
A university dean was shocked
recently by receipt of an
anonymous
letter which
conveyed the message that his
school would experience considerable improvement if he
resigned. The letter contained an
account of his employment and
subsequent performance which
the author(s) perceived as being
mediocre at best, if not outright
inferior.
Most of the school’s 100 faculty
members who read the
anonymous letter circulated by
the dean were incensed! Not
because they agreed or disagreed
with it, but because of the
cowardice of the author(s). Responses by faculty members communicated verbally and in
writing were heavily laden with
such words as "reprehensible,"
"deplore," "unthinkable," and
"dastardly."
The irony of the sordid affair
was the hypocrisy it revealed.
All signed articles on the
Daily Forum page reflect only
the opinion of the individual
writer. Edi torials represent the
majority opinion of the
editorial hoard.
Readers are invited to write
letters 10 the editor.

Most faculty members who
deplore the anonymous letter that
impugned the integrity of the
dean nevertheless accept the
practice of solicitation of
anonymous letters from students
for use in evaluating colleagues
for retention, tenure and
promotion. Not only are
anonymous letters encouraged,
but elaborate forms have been
created for anonymous character
assasination of professors by
students. How can a faculty
member condemn an unknown
colleague
for writing an
anonymous letter to the dean on
one hand, yet encourage students
to commit the same kind of immorality on the other?
In consideration for promotion
and tenure of a probationary
faculty member in a large
university, one department head
recently sent out a letter to former
students who had taken a course
from the instructor under review
for promotion and tenure. In the
form letter the administrator admonished students to include
negative reactions. And, they
were reminded that they need not
sign their evaluations.
In the whirl of hypocrisy along
the spectrum of faculty-student administrator relations another
case serves to illustrate. It could
place a professor in an un-

Dr. John W. Gil his ugh
comfortable stance who was
evaluated by students with a
device similar to one he cocreated for use on other faculty.
Because he is on tenure, his
device for malicious mischief has
been acclaimed a contribution.
And it is used as one criterion to
deny tenure, grant tenure, or
promote his faculty colleagues.
Instead, however, he and his
co-creator of the instrument
should be subjected to the
anathema of every moral member
of the university’s instructional
staff. From a current student
publication, available through
the campus book store, the
following quotations are
excerpted to illustrate student
reaction to the teaching of the coauthor of such a device designed
to collect anonymous student
opinions of professors: "A good
guy, a fine actor, but a very poor
teacher,...rarely if ever lectures
on the topic...the majority are
soon bored to sleep, if not by his
language itself, then by digression,
repetition,
and
di sorganizat ion..."
Should not this professor and
anyone who supports him by use
of his creation designed to commit anonymous academic assasination be subjected to the
anethema of the entire university
faculty?
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News Review

Ellsberg wiretapped two years ago
Ws ANGELESThe Pentagon Papers trial judge learned
yesterday that Daniel Ellsberg was overheard on wiretaps as
long as two years before he released the Pentagon Papers to news
media.
U.S. District Court Judge Matt Byrne received the memo from
William Ruckelshaus, the new acting director of the FBI.
It was the first disclosure that Ellsberg, whose name did not
surface publicly until he released the Pentagon Papers in 1971,
had been under surveillance long before that.
The government had been under orders for a year to tell the
judge about all wiretaps relating to the trial but had never before
admitted having direct electronic surveillance on Ellsberg.
The memo from Ruckelshaus said Ellsberg was overheard at
the home of Morton Halperin. a former deputy assistant
secretary of defense. Halperin, who was a witness in the Papers
trial, was under surveillance in 1969 and 1970.
The announcement stopped further trial proceedings and the
government was ordered to find all records on electronic
surveillance of Ellsberg.
Sex textbook still ’too explicit’
SACRAMENTOA watered-down version of a sex education
textbook was rejected by the state Board of Education yesterday
on grounds it was still too explicit for seventh and eighth
graders.
The book, "Human Sexuality." will be submitted to the board
for final action in June. The text is now in use in other states.
Material already deleted includes a pro and con discussion of
premarital sex and a page of illustrations on birth control
methods including condoms, spermicidal jelly and birth control
pills.

Ombudsmen
SJSU rap set
’the California Association
of Campus Ombudsmen are
scheduled to meet in San lose
State University’s A.S. council chambers Friday and
Saturday for a conference.
SIR) Ombudsman, Mike Honda. reported.
The public is invited to the
seminar.
Friday morning at 9 a.m.
Mark Bookman, student ombudsman from University of
California at Los Angeles. will
speak on that school’s
grievance procedures.
Sam Sanchez, Ombudsman
for San lose, is to speak at 1
p.m. on "The City Ombudsman." lacquie Cranston,
assistant to Honda, said this is
the first time since the ombudsman conferences started

Rabies
injections
May 19
A low-cost rabies vaccination clinic will be held
Saturday. May 19 from 2 - 4
p.m. at the Santa Clara Count y
Health Department.
The clinic is sponsored by
the Health Depart ment and the
Santa Clara Valley Veterinary
Medical Association.
According to state law,
Santa Clara County is a rabies
area in which all dogs four
months of age and older must
he vaccinated and licensed.
Licenses valid in all aired,
within Santa Clara County.
except Palo Alto, may also be
purchased at the clinic at the
time of vaccination.
Vaccinations are $2 and
must he repeated every two
years. Licenses are $4 for
spayed females or neutered
males and S6 for unaltered
dogs.
Those obtaining a license for
an altered animal, mit
previously licensed, must
bring a singed statement from
their veterinarian indicating
that the animal has been
spayed or neutered.

in 1969, that a city ombudsman has addressed the
association.
Following Sanchez Mike
Rivera, West Valley Community College’s Ombudsman, and Chuck Wheeler,
Ombudsman for Mt. Diablo
Community College. are
scheduled to speak on "The
Ombudsmen in Community
Colleges."
Ending the conference on
Saturday will be a discussion
on Senate Bill 130 from 9:30
am. -noon. The bill, according
to Honda, deals with the official recognition, by the state.
of the ombudsmen association.
The WU Ombudsman office is hosting the conference.

Anthro
pre-reg
Anthropology
The
Department at San lose State
University will be conducting
for all
pre -registration
department majors and
minors during the week of
May 14 through 18.
Students desiring to preregister for the fall 1973
semester may do so next week
during the hours of 9 a.m. until
4 p.m. daily in the Anthropology office located at
340 S. Fourth Street. Room
SSA.
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Prof hits detergents
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Dr. Gerald Seller

Sy DESIRE BLOCK
"I may not get brighter.
whiter wash, but as long as I
help the environment. I’m not
concerned how bright and
white my clothes look."
This sentiment does not
come from one of the countless
Tv commercial housewives.
Instead it is a San lose State
University assistant professor
ml chemistry. Gerald Seller,
telling why he uses non -phosphate detergents.
the phosphate detergents
are good cleaning agents, but
we’re paying a big price environmentally for it." Dr.
Setter said.
According to the chemist.

DJ claims racism
Community News Service
Ruben Valentin, former
program director and announcer for KEGL, a local
radio station which broadcasts in English and Spanish.
stated he was fired from that
station because he is Puerto
Rican.
The station management
denied the charge, saying
Valentin was fired for unsatisfactory work.
According to Valentin, the
station management accused
him of playing too much
Puerto Rican music.
"They were looking for an
excuse to fire me," said Valentin. "They said I didn’t want to
do what I was told."
The former director said he
felt "cheated" because he had
contributed toward the
popularity of the station ad
had worked for two years putting in his "share" of hours.
The whole show was my
idea," said Valentin, adding
that during some periods he
worked as an engineer and announcer both.
Former employer
The radio announcer was
born in Guayama, Puerto Rico,
worked for three years at radio
station KBRG in San Francisco where he left because he
was considered a rebel, according to Valentin.
He said he attempted to
organize a union for Spanish
speaking announcers because
he felt they were being
underpaid. Valentin said there
was not enough support,
however.
KEGL
When he began working at
KEGL the station was broadcasting four hours per day in
Spanish. Now, after the
formation of a group of announcers who call themselves
"Los Good Guys," the station
broadcasts 14 hours per day in
Spanish.
Valentin admits he was
receiving "good" pay for his
work, "$1,000 - $1.200 per
month, but contends he earned
the pay because of the work he
was doing.
According to Valentin, he
also did promotional work for
the station and sold
advertising.
The former program director said most of the accounts

he squired when he began
working there were gradually
turned over to other salesmen
who had more time to sell.
However, Valentin said,
sales have gone down because
salesmen who have worked
for the station have worked
there only to gain experience
and have not promoted sales
as much as possible.
Agreement
When he began working at
KEGL. Valentin said there was
an agreement in writing
between him and the station
management
concerning
salary, and a program format
was formualted.
According to Valentin, the
station has not lived up to its
part of the agreement.
Part of the agreement included the station’s
participation in community
events.
Several months ago, Valentin was responsible for obtaining air time for a economic
fund drive sponsored by La
Confederacion de la Raze
Unida which was aired on
KEGL.
Who profits?
Part of Valentin’s dissatisfaction with the station is
based on what he calls unfair
distribution of profits.
"They purchased the station
for 8100,000," said Valentin.
"Now it’s worth $300,000.
"The group inside should
start thinking of unionizing
in
the
and sharing
corporations profits," said
Valentin. "We aren’t profiting
if they sell and we’re the ones
who have put the work into it."
KEGL is owned by Cascade
Broadcasting Corporation of
Portland.
Ore.
The
corporation owns five other
radio stations including
KSAY in San Francisco.
Station boss
Stanley Breyer, part owner
in the corporation and Valentin’s immediate supervisor,
said he fired Valentin because
he "was performing unsatisfactorl y."
Breyer said the decision to
fire Valentin was a
"management decision" and
was not based on prejudice
against Puerto Ricans.
"To yell fire when there is no
fire you do a disservice to the
Breyer
said
station,"

Film opens career day
Jack Little, director of
advertising services for Bank
of America in San Francisco,
will be the keynote speaker of
the fourth annual Advertising
Career Day to be held today in
the S.U. Umunhum Room.
Co -sponsored by the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising and the campub
advertising club, the event
will provide a medium of
exchange of information
between advertising professionals and students.
’the day’s sessions will
begin at 10 a.m. with the
showing of the American
Advertising Federation film.
"Best in the West," a review of
the best western -produced
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Urges biodegradable agents

Mitchell, Stans
face indictment
By JAN GUST1NA
Compiled from Tbe Associated Press
NEW YORKFormer Alt y. Gen. john Mitchell and former
Commerce Secretary Maurice Stans were indicted yesterday on
charges of conspiring to arrange a secret $200,000 contribution
to the Nixon re-election campaign last year.
The conspiracy charge, the first count announced in the indictment. could bring five years in prison and a $10,000 fine to
each defendant upon conviction.
Mitchell was director of Nixon’s re-election campaign and
Starts was chief fund raiser.
Also named in the indictment were Harry Sears, a New Jersey
Republican leader. and Robert Vesco, former board chairman of
International Controls Corp.
Vesco made the $200,000 contribution which was later
returned by the Nixon campaign. Vesco is under investigation by
the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Both Mitchell and Stans issued statements denying any
wrongdoing and sayting they are confident of vindication in the
courts.

1

television commercials of
1972. Following at 11:15 a.m.
will be a panel discussion of
the Federal Trade Commission. consumerism and
advertising.
Little who has been with
Bank of America since 1965.
will speak at the luncheon.
The program will also include small group discussions
between students and professionals, a variety of exhibits
and a student advertising

contest in the areas of radio,
television, newspapers and
magazines.
Tickets are $4 for the day’s
events, including the luncheon, and may be purchased
this week in the Student Union
or in front of the Journalism
and Advertising Building.
For more information, contact the Department of
Journalism and Advertising
Office.

Sickle Cell
testing free
Sickle cell testing and counseling are now available at no
cost in the Student Health
center, Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
and 1-3 p.m.
Any registered student may
request the test by presenting
his student body card to the
receptionist in the Health
Center. The student then fills
out a form and goes to the
labortory for a blood test.
"We’ve been trying to gel
this service going for over a
year, but there have been no
resources," stated Oscar Battle, Health Science intern and
counselor for the service.
"The county started testing,
so we’re using their facilities.

We take the blood tests and
send them to the county."
He said students should
receive notification of results
within two weeks.
Battle stressed that all
Blacks and Whites with ancestry from West Africa, southern
Italy or Greece should he
tested.
Genetic counseling anti
general information about the
disease are also available in
the Health Center. Battle said
students who have had tests
elsewhere are also encouraged
to seek counseling.
Counseling hours are: Monday. 2-5 p.m.:Tuesday, 8 a.m. noon; Wednesday. 1-4 p.m.;
and Thursday, 8 a.m. - noon.

concerning Valentin’s charges.
"In my opinion the music we
play should be aimed at the
people who live in the area,"
stated Breyer. "We try to
program the station to give the
maximum pleasure."
In a letter to Breyer sent
David M. lack, president of the
Cascade Broadcasting Corp .
lack stated:
"Ruben seems to feel that we
have the greatest station in
California and the whole
Spanish population is
listening to us. However, there
isn’t a day goes by we don’t
hear a complaint about too
much Puerta ’sic) Rican music
on the station. Somehow or
other we have to determine
what the true picture is,"
President’s suggestion
In his letter lack suggested a
survey be taken in populated
Spanish surname areas and a
door-to-door survey be taken
to find out what Spanish
station people listen to.
"In the meantime," lack
stated in his letter, "I would
like to suggest that you ask
Ruben not to play any Puerta
(sic) Rican or Island music for
a 80-day period and to also
work in the modern mariachi
sound and even, occasionally,
a (field -hand type) music."
Breyer was asked what the
president may have meant by
"field-hand type" music.
"I would guess a field type
music would be mariachi
music of a low level," said
Breyer.
Breyer, who is a board
member of the Council for
Civic Unity in San Francisco,
said he is not prejudiced
against minorities and
understands what it means to
be a member of a minority.
"I’m a lew." said Breyer,
pointing out the discrimination against lews in
Germany and other countries.
The Council for Civic Unity
is a civil rights agency, according to Eugene Block
executive director.
Block said the organization
is involved in fighting "against
all forms of discrimination"
and is presently involved in
finding housing for low-income poople.
Fellow employees
Two radio announcers
Alfredo Rodriguez, and Jorge
Godinez, commented on the
firing.
"He (Valentin) is professional." said Rodriguez.
stating that even though there
iii
differences
are
backgrounds "we are still
friends."
Godinez said Valentin was
concerned about the
performance of the station and
in his opinion he was professional.
Rodriguez said Valentin did
have a tendency to be short
tempered and that this may
have caused the firing but
stated he did not know the
circumstances.
"We play Puerto Rican
music now." said Rodriguez.
adding he felt no pressure
work,,Iii at the

units.
"Many of the non biodegradable cleaners have
been taken off the market in
the past several years.
"But of course if the industry
found it more profitable to
market harmful phosphate
products which are non biodegradable, it would do so.
"Only if they are all taken
off the market completely will
people stop using them. People
won’t change their ways
unless they’re forced to.
Legislative action may be the
only way in the future." Dr.
Setter said.
He believes the "bright wash
syndrome" is mostly the fault
ol advertising promotion.
together with the industry.
"This is a very subtle
process. People can be
brainwashed without even
being aware of it.
"People should start to
examine what they really need
as living essentials, and not
what they are told they need.
Clothes can be a little duller.

after the phosphate detergents
are used the resulting sewage
ends up in rivers and lakes.
The phosphate acts as a
led ilizer and accelerates plant
growth. In the winter these
plants then decay and die.
Because of the decay, the
fish get an inadequate oxygen
supply and can die he said.
Through this process, the
body of water develops such
undesirable characteristics as
foul order, a slimey surface,
and an eventual filling in of the
water basin. Dr. Seller said.
"A lake will be this
naturally but it lakes a lot
longer time. In the past 50
years Lake Erie has aged
15,000 years because of this
process," he stated.
Dr. Setter also warned
against the use of non biodegradable
soaps and
detergents.
"If cleaning products are
biodegradable, once they are
flushed down the drain they
can break down into smaller

and we will be more likely hi
survive.,
"Today there is great pressure for people to do the opposite of what is better for the
environment." Dr. Seller
claimed.
lie does admit that more
people are I’m:timing aware of
the negative effects of harmful
soaps and detergents.
"Now it is much easier to go
out of the city and find a
polluted area. It doesn’t take
very much to get out and see
dirty streams or lakes.
"People can see it. They can
see the environment changing.
But whether they relate it to
their personal habits is
something else again." said Dr.
Silt er
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Project Hire
finding jobs
More part-time and summer
jobs may be available to San
lose State University
students, due to a new project
now underway.
Jointly sponsored by the
university’s Student Employment Office and the Associated Students, the new
PROJECT
programcalled
Hireseeks to establish
permanent and lasting contacts between the university
and potential Santa Clara
County employers.
To achieve this, five
specially selected and trained
student representatives are
now making initial contacts
with employers on a one-toone basis to discuss employment opportunities for
students.
Dr. Edward Clements, director or the university’s
Department of Career Planning and Placement, said a
workload has
heavy
prevented the Student Employment Office staff from
undertaking a large-scale
campaign to personally contact potential’employers.
"Our new venture," he said.
"should greatly increase the
number of summer and parttime jobs for our students." He
stressed PROJECT Hire will
be in operation throughout the
school year.
The five student represen-
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ONE WAY

SPECIAL
LOW AIR FARES ON
INTER EUROPEAN FLIGHTS
ISRAEL AFRICA ASIA
ALSO AVAILABLE

tatives now contacting local
businesses are: Bob Below,
senior accounting
major:
Arlene Bartle, senior business
administration major: Susan
Krug, junior English major;
Jackie Sandin, sophomore
manpower administ ration major: and Dennis Yoder, junior
marketing major.
The new program is being
coordinated by a special committee headed by Clements
and Rudi Leonardi, vice
president for the Associated
Students.
Firms who have summer or
part-time jobs for students
may call PROJECT Hire.

INTERNATIONAL I 0 CARDS
STUDENT EURORAIL PASSES
These flights we open to
Students, Faculty. Staff
Employees, and their
immediate tamely

CALL NOIN

(4151 392-8512
DETACH AND MAIL TODAY

CHARTER FLIGHTS INT,
995 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
Please mail me information on flights
Name Address
ttY,State .

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT SILVA TEXACO
WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
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78 S. 4th - close to CSUSJ library
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DISCOUNTS

DISCOUNTS

8 x 10 DOUBLEWEIGHT

8 x 10 SINGLEWEIGHT
60 SHEET PACKAGE

60 SHEET PACKAGE
ENEW

$5.1141

40 S. First Street

S5.75

Ph 279-1681
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Li’l Ahner’s Saloon
TOMLESS
& BOOZE IN CALIF!!!
HAS
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ALL NUDE SHOW FROM
12 NOON TO 2 A.M.
NUE&

AMATEUR BOTTOMLESS
TUES. AT 10 P.M.
20.00 PARTICIPANT 40.00 WINNER
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A moment of dreamin’, a pause from the books,
is relished with bliss by student Dan Zook

Corps changes image
By LAURA DAYTON
The job Corps center alt Oh
and San Fernando streets is
trying to change its image.
Last summer the center was
noted for its rowdy disturbances, twice calling for
the police to quiet things
down.
San lose State University
coeds remember the center for
the insults hurled at them by
loitering students.
Is all this in the past?
From the outside it looks the
same. Students still hang
around on the corners. Insults
are still yelled at passing
coeds. However, internally the
center has gone through a major overhaul.
In November. john Acquilano became director of the
center. Since then he has
brought in uniformed security
men to patrol t he center. One
of them. Andrew Estrada.
commented they have no
problems and security gets
along well with the students.
The Daily spoke with IS ol
the 17.;
;trot, t Is .t1
the center. The St mien Is asked
to remain anonymous.
According to these student s,
curlew is ID p.m.. there are
room chei.,.. twice a day and
restrictions are given lor missing classes and profanity.
Several expressed the
opinion that the center "is getting too tough on us.- Students
are allowed to decorate their
rooms as long as "it’s not too
dirty.- There are usually two
people per room.
"There’s a lew dudes who
cause trouble, but we know
who they are." said one job
corpsman. adding that "most
of us are here lo learn."
lob Corps counselor Rick
KowpIl
t hat "MT know

who the troublemakers are.
but the center is here to help
people, not to turn them
away."
Several students casually
admitted they still have minor
disturbances. "We have fights
in the dorms, but they’re just
racial."
All of the students said the
center was "great." They are
there to finish their high
school education, learn to read
and write or to receive
vocational training. Kowell
said the center works hand in
hand with the Human
Resources Department, where
most of their referrals are
from.
When asked about being so
close to campus most students
replied "fantastic.- One
student told the Daily. with
reserve, why. "Recreation." he
said. "We go over there and use
the listening rooms. We’re not
supposed to."
Kowell said most of the
students are between 16 and
I ti years old. The center has a
Iwo to one ratio of boys over
girls.
Students say they enjoy
their classes and are able to
work at their own speed, allot
them said they’ve learned a lot
since they’ve been there.
"I’ve only been here three
months and I’ve got a job.
Right here at the center, I’m a
cook: boasted one corpsman.
The only program which
met with almost unanimous
disapproval was that of the
Drug Trailer. All new students
are brought to the trailer their
first week.
According to Kowell, this is
"Iii feel them out." The major
complaint is "They play with
your head."
The trailer uses many of the

Work begins
on Coffeehouse
(Cont. from peas 1)
’It Will proli.ibly go to pay
wages
’hat’s number one
prior.’
zardi said. The
Colleentiuse owes S33O.25 in
back ti.is lii the staff
t
ore at
s
cumiil at ed early in the
semester, ranging from lie
purchased at the Six Pak Shak
to the replacement of blown
fuses. The current deficit is
about $400 ar.cordine to
Lizard,

The Colleehouse will be
open next semester. Lizardi
said, following the $10,000
remodeling being done this
summer. Events planned for
his month have been moved to
the Student Union.
Lizardi
indicated that
although the Coffeehouse at: !mines can run on a deficit
budget, some of the debts may
be paid next semester when
new funding is issued.
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Tad.
Friday Flick. presents I tut lora, 15 hoe
Dope starring lames Earl limes. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7 and 10
It in Admission is 50 cenis
Memo "Our Town" will be presented in
the i ’mowed’, Theatre at B pm Aclmissinn is Si for SIM, students and 52
for non-students
the
Wesein Week: Barbara Bab, itt
Stanford Schnol of Lew will speak on
’The Current Strangle for Sex Role
lintlotne
EqualltT at soap rn ins; t’.ne
Room lax
11111105IA wilt meet al 3 la p in in the!, I’
Pauli. Room
AMIN Phi Owes* w ill Mld ay mulled/tunnel bike rally at I pm in the Seventh
Street bike lot to c ommemorate Fa:natio
Welsh There Is no entrance ler simians.
will be awarded.
Cmitee ie spnnsoring it flea make no
Seventh Street from 10 m until 2 p
ins space
Anyone interested in
should sign up in front of the Student
’mon ol phone 995-21113.
RAVI will hear a diecussion on
"kin,, n on Anarchy" indny at noon In
a I
kd Kintyre*, will sponsor "Career Ilaa’
the Is I’ Lorna Prieta Ballroom begin.
ntcla at N Ili tn.
Women’. Week: A champagne party tor
faculty and stiff will conclude Women.
WIWk in the Farah v Club from 4:30p w.
until 7pm Donations 814.13 Mr faculty
end SI 50 for students
Chose ChM will meet at 12:30 pm. in the
S II Caleverse Ream.
Tomorrow
Drama "liar Town" will by presented et
pm. in the I Iniversity Theetre. Admission is IliacSISU students and $S
teethe genteel public
theeeby
Iglerg011esegl lbseiskitheligis 140.111111811
will hold a rummy eels all day al 3S0 S.

-all Street in San lose This mimes.
will also lie held all day Monday
Monday
21,1 Century Future Fair will he
all
tias in the Student Union
Meanly Glenna presents ’Met,. ,
ii %tort. laden Auditorium at Ia
ill p m A11111195111(1 Is 50 cent&
Art Show A mepa exhibition al Net,
Realist painters from the East end Wey;
r or.ists conl nu. through Friday in the
I nisersity (fellers from 101w. until

Film Series: "Exploring Ne o
Alternatives- In the topic of the films
Veer of the Communes." "Psychics
Saints: and Sonetiele." and ’Busing.,
Behaviorism and the Bottom Line- wd
shown in the till, Loma Pinto. P.14,
cop m Admiselcnt12.50 lot
.11
student. and S3.50 for non-students
Smoke: Michael Arbib at
I ;niversity of Massachusetts will .peek
la Eno 132 tit at’ in
PI Wpm Alphe will minn at 1,30 p.m in
theStI Almaden Room.
Tuesday
Stedts Swim "Nrwseeel." a Sao
it-MASCO RADICAL FILM GROUP
WILL SHOW A FILM AND TALE
AMBIT FILMS AND PROPAGANDA
IN tfm,mp Economics Room Five it Bkit
am
Matta Talk: Elm n Renee of the 114111
?
h Center, will speek on an
pollution in OH n15 at 3115 pet
Few Swim Part 11 at Kenneth Clark s
"Civilisation" series. "Herm.
Materialism," will he shown in Morro;
Dooley Auddortien si It 30 a.m. end ai
230 and 730 p.m.
Calmat The Ilnivereity Chorus aria
Glee Club will present n pant concert Ili
COIICIfft Hall stain p.m. No edmi.sion
Yaws DMION1110 CFA will meet Iiii
p.nx in the Its ii Pachecho Room. A
petition for recognition will be filed.

therapy techniques Synanon
is known for. To initiate
students to group living, one
exercise is to blindfold them
and make them walk around.
Naturally they will need to
hold on to each other, to find
their way. Kowell says this is
to show them that they’re not
alone in the world, and need to
hang on to each other.
The second use of the trailer

is for drug rehabilitation. Any
students who confess to or are
caught using drugs at the
cerder are put through this
program. Group therapy and
other exercises are used to
work with the students,
Kowell said.
Only one student liked the
concept of the drug trailer. He
said, "It’s interesting to see
people the way they are..."

I he ammo American Indians in this country are
moving to Santa Clara County
and six other urban areas
across the nation that have Indian centers similar lathe one
in San lose.
According to Gus Adams, a
1960 San lose Slat e tIniversity
graduate and director of the
Indian Center of San lose Inc.
at 90 S. Second St., more than
half of the Indians in the U.S.
now live in urban areas.
He also staled in his talk
before a journalism class
Wednesday morning there are
between eight and 10,000 Indians from 80 different tribes
living in Santa Clara County
today.
The Indian centers were
started to provide assistance
for Indians moving to urban
i.reas from reservations
because, Adams noted, the
problems of adjusting can be
severe.
The Center helps Indians
find employment. If a can-

dictate has no usable skills he
can receive vocational
training lasting
up to
24
months.
The Indian Center is important to the Indians even
after they find employment
because the Bureau of Indian
Affairs divorces itself from
any further responsibility to
the Indians once they move to
an urban area and become employed. It’s the Center’s task to
provide emergency food and
clothing, help in acquiring
eyeglasses.
aid,
legal
scholarships and tutoring for
Indians attending school.
Financial and other contributions from area residents
are welcome, especially
because government funding

1--g

AN INCREDIBLY REVOLUTIONARY FILM
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According to Dr. D.C.
Williams, coordinator of the
Humanities Program, preregistration of all upper
division Humanities courses
is scheduled this month in
FO 127.
L.

reg. pr.
type 228 7" reel 1200’ low-noise 3.10
type 229 7" reel 1800’ low-noise 5.00
HC-45 45 min low-noise cassette 1.30
HC-60 60 min low-noise cassette 1.40
HC-90 90 min low-noise cassette 2.25
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where else in the bay area
i.an you had these unique
handmade pipes at such loss
priCes I, rime in and ,ee
much sou can save

pre-reg set’

first

Weekdays 7:00 9:45
Saturday &Sunday
1:304:10 7:00 9:45
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last chance
to have SENNHEISER V.
ho ii es at pre-devaluation prices.

save now
on a quality
SCOTCH tape
for your every
recording need.
SCOTCH HIGHLANDER
your best tape value, even
at regular prices Extra-low
abrasion and low noise
make it perfect for a variety
of applications Rugged
packaging keeps out dust.
makes storage neat and
attractive
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1141 Fi
BARZILAY KD-3 STOREO reg. 49.95
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Humanities

Put an end to nagging about your components being strung all over the place today BARZILAY. the #1 name in high -style stereo furniture. created this low-cost
shelving system in beautiful walnut finish to get your system ’together’ once and
for all The STOREO erects in a jiffy without special tools Its strong. Holds the
heaviest components, your tapes and records with ease. Get as much storage
space as you need Place them side-by-side. or stack them Adjustable shelves assure every components perfect fit. But act now. the Sale Price is this week only,

government is gradually
taking over the Indians’ land
so that they have no choice.
"The
major
problem
between the Indians and the
government is with the Bureau
of Indian affairs and its affiliation with the Department.
of the Interior." Adams noted.
He says the Indians want the
Bureau of Indian Affairs
separated
from
the
Department of the Interior and
made answerable directly to
the President’s cabinet.

NDRES
PIPES

4.4’ir’’.,

tuck your stereo
into the "STOREO" and save

is being 1.l11.
Adams is a Tlingit Indian
from Juneau, Alaska. He said
his tribe is one of three tribes
native to Alaska but he isn’t an
Eskimo." He was drawn to San
lose by friends he made in the
service, and a desire to escape
luneau’s 90 inches of annual
rainfall.
Adams explained Indians
are moving to urban areas
because the government
wants to do away with all of
the
reservations.
The

Import prices keep climbing. The German -made SENNHEISER HD-414 list
price lust went to 42.95. But right now,
get yours from Cal Hi Fi’s stock purchased in the good old 39.95 days. This
is the featherweight phone that sounds
like thousand-dollar speakers and feels
like a million even after hours of ’,sten-

ing. Universally acclaimed the ’best buy’
in private listening. For yourself, the
mother of your choice, grads. brides,
grooms
. everybody you know who
wants super sound: lay them in. Each
Cal Hi Fu center has iust 30 sets at this
low price. When they’re gone, they’re
clone So hurry

SENNHEISER HD41 4 HEADPHONES this week only

2995

see how you save 7 ways at CAL HI Fl

sale pr.
1.99
3 19
89
99
1 49

I. GREAT PRICES. Super buying power makes our prices the lowest possible
2 GREAT SERVICE. Over 22 years of it Cal Hi Fi is known for taking care of you
3 RELIABLE ADVICE. Cal Hi F. serves you with courteous. experienced personnel
0 BEST WARRANTY. 7 years FREE parts, 3 years FREE labor on complete music systems
5 FREE SPEAKER TRIAL. I -year no-depreciation trial on all speakers under $200 traded-in
6 BEST TRADES. Cai Hi Fi is lust plain generous at trade-in time
7. FREE SET-UP. Your factory-fresh components will be assembled and all critical adjustments made
FREE for the asking You save time and money at CAL HI FI, and can be certain your system is parted

Save even more. Take 12 assorted SCOTCH HIGHLANDER tapes and get an additional 10% discount
off the low sale price! Hurry while supplies are
good. They’ll go fast.

unwind tonight
with this new value-packed
SHERWOODsystemmand save!
Music World.
a magazine with great
sensitivity to good sound. plucked apart 6
budget-priced receivers recently for performance price. and total value. The landslide victor? SHERWOOD 8-7050 at
174.95 It’s FM-Stereo and AM sounded
best in its class Power. 20 watts RMS
Plenty for true high-fidelity with your 65 00
pair of AUDEX 220 2 -way speakers Or
switch to a pair of speakers in another
room Special features too a tape monitor
switch gives you .instant -replay- taping
convenience Or select a second tape player. Plug in headphones Do all the important things costly receivers do. Your volume control automatically boosts the bass
and high tones as you turn down the volume so you hear ALL the music. even at
the softest levels
When you select ’phono,’ you know you
have the most advanced budget record
changer there is Your 90 85 GARRARD
42M/S plays all popular speeds and sizes in
stacks up to 6 gently and reliably Or. drop
in the manual -play spindle and swing the
record leveling arm away and you have a
fine manual turntable for safe 1 -at-a-time

playing. A lever lets you raise and lower
the arm by remote control, and it’s
damped so the newly designed low-mass
arm lightly floats to your records You have
adjustable stylus pressure and anti -skate
to keep the elliptical diamond stylus of
your SHURE M-75E squarely between the
groove walls for better sounding. longer
lasting records No wonder your music
sounds so good, A base with covered spindle storage pockets keeps your accessories
organized. matches the smart walnut finish of your receiver and speakers
It’s all ready to plug in and enjoy And your
enjoyment is protected by your exclusive 7year CAL HI Fl SYSTEM WARRANTY with
FREE 1 -year no-depreclatIon speaker trial
privileges Everything you want in savings,
sound, and service is here. Start unwinding to great listening now without spending a dime Use your BankAmericard, Mester Charge, or Cal MI F1’. easy Revolving
Terms, but don’t miss your special savings.
.4 IF-4 NIX.’4-3()r)

567-7880
2298 FILLMORE 843-3768
FRANCISCO
SHATTUCK
2461
SAN
BERKELEY
SHOP DAILY

22995

You’re smart to get stereo now
with such savings on this
perfectly matched system.
We can hold off lust one last time, but
then the 349 95 Fair Trade Price of a
KENWOOD KR-5200 must go up Your 5200
has big -league features and performance
for the most demanding. 60 watts RMS
power at all musical ranges insure superb
fidelity The 3 speaker system in your
179 90 pair of AUDEX 305’s deliver every
detail from the chunky electric bass guitar
to the flute’s lacy airiness. Kenwood’s new
tuner circuits bring noise-free reception
even to the hinterlands Stereo separation
is noticeably improved over older designs
Pushbutton muting ends the annoying
between-station ’swish ’The lighted tuning
dial, pointer tip, and meter make bull’s-eye
tuning accuracy a snap

stylus pressure and anti -skate to insure
your elliptical diamond stylus is delivering
every last drop of recorded sound. A remote control arm -lift lever makes positioning your GRADO F-3E cartridge gently in
the groove you wish carefree. You can’t
damage the record or the stylus. Installed
in a walnut-finish base. this 182.95 DUAL
package matches the smart look of your
Kenwood receiver and Audex speakers
which are enclosed in genuine walnut
Sound like a perfectly matched system? It
is, Powerful. sensitive receiver, professional quality record player, and true 3-way
all at a price that’s right for
speakers
practically everybody Kept like new with
Cal Hi Ft’s 7-year SYSTEM WARRANTY
protection Beat the price increase Save
your cash, Use your BankAmericard. Moster Charge, or Cal HI Fl Revolving Terms.
it’s a very smart move right now

Select ’phono’ and stack 6 records on the
DUAL. 12158; so good it exceeds the National Association of Broadcasters’ stendards for broadcast use The convenient 1post stack support eases loading Recordsip KENW00.49995
release on a cushion of air. Variable pitch
lets you tune the recording to your already
%tide%
tuned instrument and play along A short
spindle drops in for 1 -at-a-time playing GRADO
CREEK 243-4666
The nearly frictionless arm has adjustable
STEVE NS
3581
SAN JOSE

EL CA MINO
VIEW 1347
834-8291
MOUNTAIN V
BROADWAY
2028
B/ A OR
YOUR
OAKLAND
1-5 USE

TERMS
10-5 30/5UN
REVOLVING
10-9/SAT
OR EASY
CARO
MC

Dual

AL 9654214
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Zeffirelliis latest

Quicksilver histord
Film depicts struggle of a saint
traced in new disc

By WARREN HEIN
"Brother Sun. Sister Moon."
is Franco Zeffirelli’s latest film
and, as far as entertainment
goes, it’s a believable and good
one.

Zeffirelli. the director of
"Romeo and luliet." deals with
another historical story, that
of Saint Francis of Assissi. He
traces the development of the
saint’s order, ending with the
order being recognized by
Pope Innocent III.
The young Francesco of the
town of Assissi, played by
English actor Graham
Faulkner, is the son of a rich
merchant, and suffers from a
wound begot in the crusades.
When he awakes from mixed
hallucinations of beauty and
ugliness of reality around him,
he decides to help stamp out
the gap between the rich and
poor man’s religion.
Francesco’s feeling of simplicity and love for the poor
leads him to start a church and
order of his own, based on
helping the paupers and
deceased of the town, which in
those days amounted (0 90 per

cent
Assissi.
The script is easy to follow,
even for a youngster. The
scenery is straight out of the
Garden of Eden. Some of the
fields and places where
Francesco contemplates seem
too beautiful to be on earth,
with rich red flowers mingled
into what seems like miles of
grass. Cinematographer Ennio
C;uanieri’s cameramen captured this unspoiled beauty
spectacularly.
The actors of the film are all
English, which the actual film
producers are from Italy. This
combined European effort
leads to a smooth flowing
story.
Alec Guinness plays the
pompous Pope Innocent III
with convincing realism. A
young and foxy Judi Bowker
plays Francesco’s early loyal
admirer and later order

member with a Virgin Mar y like understanding.
One of the problems with
BS. SM was the acting of
young Graham Faulkner. It
was good and bad. He was
very convincing when in the
role of Saint Francis, but as the
son of a merchant early in the
film, he seemed to over act.
This wasn’t his fault,
however, as much as director
Zefferilli’s. Perhaps the director wanted to over emphasize
the youth’s anxiety and active
resentment for the riches of
life. At any rate, it was not
convincing.
The film’s strength lies in
making a hard -to-believe
story believable. Some of the
successful highlights:
Francesco built his order’s
church with the help of his
poor and converted friends. It
took a long time. but Zeffirelli

Entertainment
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Actors perform on the lawn

1Chaucer players enact tales
Drama of the people was
literally brought to the people
Wednesday afternoon as the
Creative Drama Associates
iperformed their "Chaucer
iCapers" to an audience of
( students sunning on the San
pose State University lawn.
1

-..../.10.1.16.0.

The five players, part of a
class directed by Dr. Grant
McKernie, have been
performing selected Chaucer
tales to schools and community groups,
The five players, part of a

5:00-8:00 p.m.
Bruce Spiegel Plays Rockand-Roll
5:30-5:35 p.m.
Spartan Spectrum
5:35-5:40 p.m.
Spectrum News
5:40-5:45 p.m.
Woman-to-Woman
8:30-8:45 p.m.
Hai-Shu shin Korean
Show
7:00-7:05 p.m.
Earshot
7:30-7:35 p.m.
Spectrum News
7:35-7:40 p.m.
Consumer Reports with
Judy Garcia
8:00-8:30 p.m.
Tim Orlando’s LP Review
8:30-8:45 p.m.
Human Awareness
8:45-9:00 p.m.
John Cali Report sCampus
Interests
9:00-11:00 p.m.
Russ Dunn-Good Sounds
9:30-9:35 p.m.
Spectrum News
10:00-10:05 p.m.
Earshot
11:00-12:00 a.m.
Classical Music with Bob
Melrose
11:30-11:35 p.m.
Spectrum News
12:00 a.m.
KSIS Signs -Off

0.1

Where it’s at
At the Warehouse in San lose, Black Roads (Fri. Sat).
At the Hatch Cover in San lose. Maxwell (Fri, Sat).
At Isadore’s in San lose, Family Circle (Fri. Sat).
At the Fog Horn in San Jose, Breakfast in Bed (Fri) Pat Kelly
(Sat).
At Ricardo’s in San lose. Gary Smith (Fri) Slam Hammer (Sat).
At the Bodega in Campbell Snail (Fri. Sat).
At the Wine Cellar in Los Altos. Ralph lames (Fri) Barb and Steve
(Sat)
At the Pruneyard in Campbell, Karen Cory, Nice and Otha, foe
Ferrara (Fri) Karen Cory, Live Oak, Joe Ferrara (Sat).
At Winterland in San Francisco, Buddy Miles, Melo (Fri. Sat)
At the Circle Star in San Carlos, Red Foxx, Slippy White (Fri.
Sat, Sun).
At the Oddyssey in Sunnyvale, (Butch Whacks and the Glass
Pocks (Mon).
At the Flint Center in Cupertino, (lose Feliciano I Sat)
At the Berkeley Community Theatre. Box Scans, Dr. john.
Stoneground (Fri).

Stanford hosts festival
A wide range oi colorful and
unique arts and crafts will be
on display for the second annual Stanford Spring Festival,
this Saturday and Sunday
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Stanford University’s campus.
Some of the activities include:
Belly
dancing, mime,
Renaissance theater troupes
rmestiemm=mm=

and puppeteers.

the Rhonda Hudson
Singers, a choir group from
San lose State Universit y. will

multiplication from one day to
the next. As soon as he is faced
with a problem in the classroom, his reasoning ability is
hindered by the tension he
feels.
Throughout the book, the
author shows remarkable insight into the workings of the
minds of children. He sees and
understands their anxieties
and their need for acceptance
and approval which others
have trained them to depend
upon. He sees the faulty mental habits developing from
narrow classroom experiences
and calls for something better.
Although he offers no
detailed solutions to the
problem, Holt has taken the
necessary first step: to make
us aware
that a serious
problem does exist.

give a concert of their gni
singing 8 p.m. on Sunday in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The choir consists of
members of Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority and is led by
student Rhonda Hudson.
General admission is $1 for
the performance.

THE

EL RANCHO DRIVE IN
Oh Hit Neck
All Goior Science Fiction
Charlton Halton

"SOVI.ENT GREEN"
Brum Own

"SILENT RUNNING"

TROPICAIRE I
Haled a
"WICKED WIC KED"
"BROTHERHOOD OF
SATAN"
"sKEI.1.01
F RN"

TRWICAIRE II

"1-ISIS OF
RI.
William mean
" I HE WILD BUNCH
All Color Show

8AYSHORE

GARRET

PAIWASJON’

Skate Rental

JS

TUES.
WED.
THUR.
FRI.
SAT.
SUN.

9-1
9-1
9-1
6-9
9-1
9-1
6-9
9-1
9-1
8-12

Rich & Bill
Wabash
Steve & Barb
CELLAR: Karen Cory
UPSTAIRS: Yankee Hill
CELLAR: Joe Ferrara
CELLAR: Karen Cory
UPSTAIRS: Yankee Hill
CELLAR: Joe Ferrara
Steve & Barb Kritzer
beer

Enjoy by candlelight our wide selection of
wine, sandwiches, and fondue.

vnas.,"

"Glenda’s portrait of a
raunchy guttersnipe is a
showstopper

r

504

east ridge

Glenda
Jackson

ICE ARENA

Peter
Finth

"The Nelson
Affair"

238-0440

Mir haPI laoton

.1

Pruneyard
Center
Campbell
371 6505

ENTERTAINMENT SPOT
THE AREA’S
NEVER A COVER CHARGE
Mon. 8-12 Phil Mckay
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e loved women.
He loved men. He
did not care what
the world thought.
He was the world.

I

Art
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Admission $1.25
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The third and fourth sides
belong mainly to Dino Valenti.
the band’s lead singer and
present leader. The music contains far more elements than
before as Valenti added a horn
section. conga drummer and
organist to replace the

g Oppolina. Freberg,
and drummer Greg Elmore.
The group’s huge change in
style is documented fully, on
these two sides, but the music
produced of late by the band
only makes one lung for the
days of the simple four -piece
Quicksther.

Visconti’s

With each paid male admission,
one chick comes in free!

EASTRIDGE MALL
SAN JOSE

He emphasizes that the book
is not based upon unusually
bad schools or backward
upon
but
children,
observations in schools with
high conventional educational
standards and students of
average or above average
ability.
The student, feeling the
pressure upon him to
"succeed" in his classroom
endeavors, develops a defensive, frightened view of his
school experience, the author
begins.

43s

OFFER GOOD ONLY WITH THIS COUPON

local artists

Holt’s writing is based on a
series of memorandums he
compiled while observing and
teaching in the class of a
fellow teacher. He has taught
English, French. and
mathematics in elementary
and junior high schools, and
has done educational research
in several private schools.

In his effort to live up to
what he perceives as the
expectations of his elders, the
student initiates strategies to
combat his fear and to satisfy
the requirements placed upon
him. Such strategies too often
cause the development of bad
thinking habits which remain
in the student’s mind, Holt
says.
Fie gives the example of
students who wish to rush
through assignments in an effort to relieve the anxiety they
feel. "Worrying about whet her
you did the right thing, while
painful enough, is less painful
than worrying about the right
thing to do."
Many other telling cases are
reported. Andy, "bright, enthusiastic, perceptive" about
many things, cannot
remember the properties of

It is here that the band
undergoes its first major
change. At the time of this
album, Gary Duncan had telt
the band, so the group’s sound
changed considerably. Duncan has come back to the
group. In fact, he is now the
only original member.

Students to sing gospel

School setup examined
in ’How Children Fail’
By DAN PUFFER
Special to the Daily
"The scared fighter may be
the best fighter, but the scared
learner is always a poor
learner." So contends Lohn
Holt in his book "How
Children Fail."
And the American school
system, at least on the elementary and junior high school
levels, is all too often a factory
of fear in the minds of the
children who are in its grasp.

I
ond side includes a
song called "Bears." not
recorded on a previous album;
"Mona.- a rock and roll
number of incredible power;
and "Edward 1The Mad Shirt
Grinder)" featuring Nicky Hopkins’ piano playing.

Foods from many countries, including Indian
vegetarian food, Italian
beverages, Greek deserts.
Polish sausages, Mexican
dishes, and Oriental teas
MMMM
no NI

Friday & Saturday Nights
10:30 to 12:30

will feature

By ED SEMLER
It seems lobe a trend in the
music business, that after a
certain number of years for a
band, a greatest hits or anthology album is issued. The
Quicksilver Messenger
Service has just released such
an album, "Quicksilver
Messenger Service Anthology," sodas an anthology,
it captures the band’s
changing style as well as can
be expected.
In the beginning, the band
was a four man operation.
with guitar work by lohn Cippolina and Gary Duncan. and
vocals by David Freiberg (now
of the Jefferson Airplane) and
Duncan.
The album’s first side captures this period well with
Dino’s Song, "Pride of Man"
and "The Fool" from the
group’s first disc.

International Folk Festival on Sunday. (Folk songs
and dancing).

put your
chick on ice

Photo fair

The Third Annual North
Beach Photographic Arts Fair
will be held in Washington
Square Park on Columbus
Ave. and Union St., San Francisco, May 26 and 27 from
a.m. until 5 p.m.
The fair will feature
photographic works by
professionals,
students,
amateurs and friends from
throughout the Bay Area.
North Beach Camera, City
College and the San Francisco
Art Institute is sponsoring
this event.
For further information,
contact the North Beach
Photographic Arts Fair Association at 14151 398-4929 or
982-1517.

class directed by Dr. Grant
McKernie, have been
Performing selected Chaucer
tales to schools and corn- 1
munity groups throughout the
semester, using as props
pillows and ladders.

0.0.......+1.w a.. .../.....M
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arid editor Reginald Mills do it Donovan’s soft style matched
bang-up splicing job to pass the solitude of Francesco and
the time smoothly and con- the deep feelings involved.
vincingly.
Tr. costuming of the film
The Pope at one point is led ranged from simple rags for
almost to tears by the simple order members to the ornate
philosophy of Francesco, who gowns and robes of the Pope’s
visits him to seek religious advisors. They limbed realisknowledge. The Pope ends up tic, and could be Oscar
learning humility and stoops
material next year.
to kiss the pauper’s feet. The
Brother Sun, Sistor Moon, is
acting leading up to this makes an enjoyable film that the
the Pope’s action almost whole family will like. Even if
expected.
one knows nothing of religion
The singing of minstral
during the Middle Ages, or the
Donovan is sprinkled Saint Francis story, he will
throughout the film, helping soon learn about it through the
understand the inner easy -to-understand,
US
well feelings pf the young Frances- developed plot.
co. somethings can’t be said in
The film’s simple message is
film dialogue. Donavan sings not beat into the viewer’s
while a serene Francesco head, but lights softly as the
meditates in the fields. It birds of Saint FrancisGod
almost seems that Francesco is and religion is just as at home
singing them. Zeffirelli made a in the house of the poor man as
good choice of music writers. that of the rich.

Olymaa

Prawn, Company
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Ex -VP aids poor

GM exec quits $650,000 -a -year job
Sy KINGS YAMASHITA
It sounds lake something out
of an overworked movie plot:
handsome, big-shot executive
quits his big money job, gives
Maserati, and
away his
chucks the business world to
iledo ate his life to helping the

Dancers
try -outs

Blarney Castle, Cork City, Ireland, is far from the fighting

North Irish conflict
has hurt tourist trade
When people think ol
Ireland. they tend to think in
terms of a war -torn. unattractive country. ’rhis has
been a result of the fighting in
Northern Ireland. and has
retarded the growth of the

country s tourist trade.
Actually the fighting has
taken place exclusively in the
six counties of Northern
Ireland. which is not part of
the Republic of Ireland. The
latter is comprised of 26 coun-

Positions open
for employment
The City of San lostaccepting applications for the
positions of youth employment counselor, library
aide, records clerk and
Center
Neighborhood
supervisor.
should
be
Applications
made to the Personnel
room
Hall,
Department. City
215, 801 N. First St., no later
than 5 p.m. the day ut the final
filing date.
Applications lor the
positions of library aide

Library
exhibits
new titles
-Books on Extutiii. an annual collection ol the new
library and selected professional books for the year. is
now open in the San lose State
Universit y Library.
The exhibit, sponsored by
the SISU Library. Education
Division and Department of
Librarianship, represents
books from 110 publishers.
The new library books are
curriculum -related, and the
professional books are broken
down into varied interest and
subject areas.
on
Exhibit"
is
"Books
located in LC 308, and is open
to the public from fi a.in. -10
p.m. through Thursday. It
a.m.-5 p.m. Friday. 9 a.m.-5
p.m. Saturday. and 1-5 p.m.
Sunday. There is no admission
charge.

1S508-$614) and records clerk
($585-S712( will be accepted
until Tuesday. May 29.
Written examinations for
both positions will be given
Saturday. June 918:30 a.m. for
the aide posit ion and 1 p.m. for
the clerk) in the city hall
cafeteria.
Applications for the
Neighborhood
of
position
Center supervisor will be
accepted until Wednesday.
May 16. Salary ranges
bet ween $712 to $866 a month.
The part-time seasonal job
of youth employment
counselor can be applied for
until Friday. May 18. Pay
ranges between $3 and $3.65
an hour.
Applications are also being
accepted for the positions of
assistant property agent
per
month).
1$887-$1.(t78
library clerk j$585-$712). and
librarian IV ($1,05241.2791.
Requirements for Librarian
IV include education anchor
experience equivalent to one year’s graduate study in an accredited library school.
Final filing date for this
position is Tuesday, May 15.
by 5 p.m.
Final filing date fur the
position of assistant property
written
clerk
and
a
examination will be given
2.
at
1 p.m. in
lune
Saturday.
the city hall cafeteria.
Those interested in the
position of library clerk
should file no later than 5 p.m..
Tuesday June 5. A written
examination will he given
Saturday. June 16 at 8:30 chin
In the t afeterid

ties.
Pauline
to
According
O’Brien, West Coast representative of the Irish Tourist
Board. the American media
have failed to communicate
this distinction.
"It has been blown up out of
proportion," she said. "In the
Republic of Ireland, people are
going on about their daily
lives, but you’d never know it
trom reading the headlines."
Miss O’Brien is a native of
Ireland. She has lived in the
United States since 1970, but
has made intermittent trips to
the Republic of Ireland.
Northern Ireland has been
detached from the Republic
since 1921.

Semi-final try-outs for the
Band-Aides, a specialty dance
team which performs with the
San Jose State University
Marching Band, will be held
Monday and Tuesday. Finals
will be next Friday. Times for
all three try -outs are 3:30-5:30
p.m. in the Music Building.
room 150.
Routines for the try-outs
will be taught at the semifinals and participants should
wear shorts and tennis shoes.
incoming freshmen,
All
transferring junior college
udents and SISU students
are digible for the one -unit
class held only during football
season.

disadvantaged.
But in the case of 48-yearold John Z. DeLorean, former
General Motors Corp. vice
president, auto industry
genius, and escort of Nancy
Sinatra. Candice Bergen and
Ursula Andressthat’s exactly what’s happening.
DeLorean. guest speaker at
the School of Business
Dedication luncheon Friday.
resigned his $850.000-a -year
CM position last weekend for
the next year will become the
unpaid president of the
Alliance of
National
Businessmen (NAB). a
Washington-based
organization which finds jobs
for minority groups.
"Corporate life consumes
too much of a person’s time.
All enery is depleted," he mentioned as a reason for quitting.
"I want to spend more time
working in the social area."
DeLorean said he believes
the devaluation of people is far
the
serious than
more
devaluation of money.
Works with disadvantaged
"I’ve always spent a lot of
time working with the disad-

itMed.

hilndllelpptta

end

the youth, mostly on a one-toone basis. The country’s been
very good to me and I’m going
to repay it," he said.
Another reason DeLorean
resigned was to spend more
time with his adopted. 18month -old son. Zachary
Thomas.
"He’s my whole life. I take
him everywhere with me." he
said.
DeLorean, the first man in
Michigan to be a "single"
father. is adopting an Indian
boy, but legal complications
(the boy lives in another state)
are holding him up. DeLorean
has been married twice.
Another personal reason
that "may motivate" him in improving America’s social areas
is the fact that DeLorean’s
father was a foundry worker
lungs
who died of bad
aggravated by poor factory
conditions.
Career at GM
DeLorean was described in
this week’s issue of Newsweek
as "one of auto industry’s bestpersonalities after
known
Henry Ford II and Lee lacoc-

La.

As one of the youngest
executives ever to head GM.
Delorean was next in line for
corporation’s
the
giant
presidency.
His lickedy-split climb to
the top of GM’s hierarchy was
because, "I was lucky. I had
friends who helped one, and
I’ve always worked well with
people." he said.
The sporty engineering innovations he contributed to
GM during his management
included the wide track principle, an overhead cam engine,
the radio antenna embedded in
the windshield and the
concealed windshield wiper.
DeLorean attributed his
creativeness to his "first" love
of engineering. "I used to race
after college and I’ve got 250
patents out." he said.
Newsweek article
As for DeLorean’s write-up
in Newsweek, he said,
"Everything is basically true,
except for my reputation as a
swinger. which was grossly
exaggerated."
Supporting himself through
the next year should be no

United Air Lines SIX-PACKS
are Flying to Hawaii!

HARRAHS
TAHOE

Looking for a
summer job?
Or a permanent
career
opportunity?
Harrah Sat Lake Tahoe has
immediate job openings
because of a multi-million
dollar expansion program.
We will consider summer or
permanent
employment
for:

Dealer Trainees
(Minimum age 21)

*Casino

Trainees
(Minimum age 21)

Food

and Beverage
Trainees
(Minimum age 18)
(All positions have career
path advancement possibilities)
You must apply in person at
Harrah’s Personnel Office
in Stateline. Nevada not
more than one week prior to
your availability.
Personnel Office Hours
8:30 AM-5PM EVERY DAY
through May. and Monday
through Saturday on a
regular basis

A United Air Lines SIX-PACK is a trip, a
new way to fly to the Islands. This SIXPACK is unique, especially "brewed" for
you and yours... Hawaii hasn’t changed
much recently, but the trip over is much
improved !
The SIX-PACK difference begins with a
new kind of -mealThe Organic Picnic
Basket.
There’s movies and a special
stereo channel that won’t put you to sleep.
The people on the SIX-PACK flights are
different: they want to discover the Islands
on their own, so the SIX-PACK is not a
tour, just a way of getting you there and
helping you find your way around.

SIX-PACKS flights begin June 1 from
Los Angeles and San Francisco. Standby
fare round-trip is only $174.74.
You can
reserve an actual SIX-PACK in advance.
and we’ll send you important information
on hotel accommodations and a SIXPACK Flight Schedule so you can plan
your trip in advance. Mail the coupon and
$3.00 for your certificate good for one SIXPACK redeemable upon departure.
If you would like more information, a
complete SIX-PACK Information Kit
including: a full color brochure and a SIXPACK Flight Schedule will be sent to you
free.
I want to go to Hawaii. Please send me a
certificate good for one (1) SIX-PACK and
free hotel and motel information.
I have enclosed $3.00 0 check.
money order.
0 Please send me more free information on
your SIX-PACK flights.
E.] Please enclose a 12/21 club application
and a Personal Credit Card application.

An equal opponuniry employer

Mail this coupon to:
United Air LinesSIX-PACK offer, P.O. Box
3287. Burbank. California 91504
And that’s where the SIX-PACK comes
in. Inside the cans are helpful things like:
maps, a tote bag. a "Where to Go" book
that proves its worth by suggesting where
not to go as well. And there’s more: discount coupons for a wide variety of things
and there are some surprises.

0 .

AS LOW AS
$6300

Pisceon offers you a large selection of quality 10
speeds with many sizes, colors and brands to choose
from. We’re open 7 days a week and 100o financing
is available.

\,.

DOWNTOWN SAN IOSI
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problem tor Del.orean. He
owns houses and ranches in
southern California, Florida,
Michigan and Washington.
His business interest includes shares in the San Diego
Chargers and the New York
Yankees. But for day-to-day
income, DeLorean will operate
a Cadillac dealership in
Florida.
But he said. "I’m practically
broke. When you get a
corporate’s salary, you spend
it living like a corporate. Most
of it went to taxes anyway."
’Won’t return to GM’
The question DeLorean has
probably been most asked is
whether he will ever return to
the auto industry.
"I don’t know what my plans
are after the year with the
NAB, but I don’t intend on
going back to GM. or any other
company." he said.
On politics, he is more
positive.
"Working
in
Washington (for the NAB).
I’ve met some ’Senate types’ I
was very impressed with. It
(political aspirations) is
something I might consider in
the future," he said.

_Slate
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Tracksters tuneup for finals
during West Coast Relays

GREG BORN, former Spartan discus thrower, practices
for the West Coast Relays In Fresno tomorrow. Born will
be facing Olympians John Powell and Jay Slivester In a
tough battle for the discus crown.

Its tune-up time for the
Spartan track team this
weekend. The tracksters will
try to tune its machines at the
West Coast Relays tomorrow
afternoon in Fresno.
Fifteen spikers will perform
in Ratcliffe Stadium with the
idea of preparing themselves
for the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association championships in
Santa Barbara the following
weekend.
"We are only sending our
sprinters, hurdlers and
I ieldmen to sharpen up each of
their performances," said
Ernie Bullard, San lose State
University track coach.
"Our distancemen are
staying home because they
have been very tired from their
workouts. With the extra week
of rest, they would be ready
for the conference meet," he
added.
If the Spartans are to set any
records, the West Coast Relays
is the best place to do it. The
meet which is appropriately
named "Where World Records
are Broken" has seen 25 world
records shattered, five world
records equalled and ten
American records broken in
the last 46 years.
The 120-yard high hurdle

crew of Greg Tinnin, Milt
Whitley and Bruce Leek will be
getting their stiffest
competition of the year. The
Spartan trio are one-two-three
in PCAA competition with
Tinnin and Whitley clocking
13.8 while Leek is at 14.2.
The 100-yard dash should
be a most exciting race with
SISU’s Vince Breddell (9.4)
and Ken Doutherd (9.7) going
against Herb Washington with
a 9.2, the best time in the coontry. Also in the race will be
Norbert Payton of the Bay
Area Striders, who clocked a
wind -aided 9.2 in last week’s
San lose Invitational and a
rival of Breddells.
Ken Kirschenman (175-5)
may have to take the back seat
in the discus as world recordholder jay Silverster and San
Jose policeman John Powell
will be battling it out for the
lead. Powell. who threw a 216
in last week’s competition will
be aiming for Silversters 228-6
1/2 global standard.
Another San lose product,
Al Feuerbach will be out to
break his week-old shot put
record. The 25 -year old
record-holder will go against
his Pacific Coast Club teammate George Woods.

USC should be sending
several members to the meet
including Olympic long jump
champion Randy Williams.
Williams, a 27-4 1/2 leaper will
go against the Spartan’s Louis
Wright (25-1 1/2) and Fred
Wikkeling (24-8).
Tinnin (6-10) and Dave
Curtis (6-10 1/2) will be battling Reynaldo Brown of Cal
Poly (SW) in the high jump.
Brown won the San lose Invitational crown with a 7-2
leap to break his own meet
record by one inch.
Bullard will also be entering
two relay teamsthe 440 and
the mile. The 440 squad of
Doutherd. Bobby Hamilton,
Tannin and Breddell has the
best PCAA clocking of 40.9.
They will be going against
USC’s Williams. Jerry Wilson,
Ken Randle and Don Quarrie
who ran a 39.6 earlier this
year.
Other Spartans to perform
include Frank Mercer and
Lloyd Kaster in the 440
intermediate hurdles, Frank
Rock in the pole vault, and
Montena Terry and J.C.
Ragster in the triple jump.

PCAA No. 1 singles champ

AndyMoffat’s racket -tennis
By DON GIOVANNINI
Andy Moffat has a great
racket.
He has toured the world, met
countless people, and
competed in places others only
dream of traveling to, and he
owes it all to tennis.
Moffat the No. 1 man on the
Spartan tennis team this past
season has been playing tennis since he was ten years old.
Last summer the 6-foot -4
195 pound sophomore from
Mill Valley toured the world
and gained what he calls "invaluable experience."
At only 20 he played against
players who make their living
playing tennis like good old
Fred Stale.
"I never expected to play No.
1 this year hut. I started

playing well in December and
everything fell into place,"
Moffat said.
But No. 1 he did play and
went on to win the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
singles title.
"Winning the PCAA’s just
had to be my biggest
achievement so far in tennis.
The fact that I did it as a
sophomore was really a thrill,"
he said.
Moffat who prepped at
’I’amalpais High School and
won the North Coast singles as
a sophomore finds it tough
playing in the No. 1 position.
"It’s hard playing No. 1
especially with the hard
schedule we’ve had this year.
The No I guy for the other

Guest room

Scheckter’s victory
By MARTIN WEYBRET
South Airman hotly Scheckter had a convincing Formula 500
win last Sunday at Monterey’s Leguna Seca Raceway.
Promoters and local media, who made big predictions for
Scheckter prior to the race, took the victory as virtual proof of the
South Afridan’t superstardom.
The San lose Mercury was quick to pick up Scheckter’s
statement comparing his driving style with that of deceased
World Champion lochen Rindt. Scheckter is. in the newspaper’s
eyes. a "daring 23-year-old charger."
This reporter sat a Leguna Seca’s tight turn nine for the entire
race and witnessed a good, consistent performance from the race
winner. But pre-race publicity had me ready furs "fish -tailing,
dirt track" technique on this difficult turn.
Scheckter doesn’t add
Though Scheckter used the ample power of his Trojan Chevrolet well to take an immediately commanding lead from
Englishmen Peter Get hin and David Hobbs, he was unable to add
substantially to this advantage. He was even threatened at one
point by Gethin, who took second.
Turn marshals on "the corkscrew." perhaps Laguna Seca’s
most famous turn. reported Scheckter used a daring sideways
style to negotiate this section. But these antics only yielded a 2.3 second lead at the finish line.
Though I have never taken particular note of lochen Rindt’s
driving style. the 1968 German Grand Prix afforded the opportunity to view coot her World Champion in action.
Superstar performance
Scotland’s Jackie Stewart drove the 14 -mile Nurburgring
circuit with amazing finesse that year. Though it was raining,
Stewart used a "dirt track" technique on a number of blind turns
and actually lapped a second place Graham Hill, that year’s
winner of the World Driving CHampionship.
That was a superstar performance.
Scheckter, on theot her hand. actually overran turn nine once, a
turn that was readily visible and dry.
Though Scheckter is undeniably good (he has even taken a
grand prix(, he may find the running harder when he gets to the
top.

OPEN
II: 30AM
TILL 2- AM

MO

hurdlers (Jeff Gingrich).
Randy Zylker and Kris
Sorensen) have yielded just
five runs, They won five of
those six, losing to U017. 1-0,
last week.
Statistics released this week
by the PCAA show that
Gingrich leads the league in
victories (three) and strikeouts (58 in 55 innings). Teammate Kris Sorensen is fourth
in strikeouts with 34 while
Zylker has 29.
FSU top pitcher, Dan
Grimm, also has three wins
this season and is tied with
Zylker in strikeouts with 29.
What the Bulldogs lack on
the mound, however, they
make up with power at the
plate.
Outfielder Mark Hance is
currently leading the league in
batting (.458) and is second in
RBI’s with 14. Andrew Dyes
(.393) and Dean Burton (.385)
are fourth and fifth, respectively in the conference slats.
Spartans Mark Kettman and
Mark Carroll are the only two
who figure in the league bat-

ting race. Kettnian slipped to
.363 this week while Carroll is
hitting an even .300.

MEXICO
8 Days
MAZATLAN ... $198
PUERTO VALLARTA
$228
t’5)05TO*‘"
and &etyma)

Rounclthp it from San Franuecoor
San Jose
13Nch Hotel
*Plus Much Moro

DEPARTURE DATES:
MAZATLAN:
.le 24, JI 22, Au 5
PUERTO VALLARTA:
Je 23, JI 21, Au 4
FOR INFORMATION
OR RESERVATION
CALL OR WRITE:
YOU AND LEISURE
TOURS AND TRAVEL
,,1)0,4 Union St., 2nd FLOOR
SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIF.
94123
PHONE: (415) 563-2361
SSUcleposa Immo payment
30days prior)

When you look at Vasque boots for climbing, hiking, and backpacking you see no fancy frills. Just honest workmanship.
Designed by men who’ve been there, Vasque is the boot professionals look for and wear. Because, out there, you need an honest
boot. Come try on a pair of Vasque boots at these quality
mountaineering and backpacking outfitters.

MM..
Bob Dottery

ANDY MOFFAT drives one of his forehand smashes that
helped him take the PCAA singles championship In the
No. 1 division. MoHat attributes a lot of his success to
coach Butch KIrkorlan.

VASOU
THEY GET

ANNLUS(R.BUSCH, INC.

HALF PRICE

By JOHN B. MATTHEWS
Sport Editor
With only a distance chance
at first place in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
baseball league, the Spartan
nine travels to Fresno today
for a three game series with
Fresno State University.
The two teams meet tonight
in a 7:30 contest and tomorrow
at noon for a doubleheader. All
three games WILL be broadcast on KS’S-FM (90.7).
The series is the finale for
both teams in conference play
and will determine, at worst,
second place in the PCAA.
At best, and stranger things
have happened, a sweep by
either team could thrust it
right to the top of the
conference.
The Spartans trail three
teams in the title fight. Los
Angeles State (10-5) will
entertain University of the
Pacific (9-8) and FSU (9-6)
will host SISU (8-6-1).
The Spartan pitching has
teen close to perfect of late. In
the last six PCAA games, the

She wants me,
she wants my Vasque boots...
She wants me,
she wants my Vasque boots ...

Make the most of it!

asolvu
.,

with series in Fresno

motadaik sta4f1 6cot

"When you make a bad shot
you’ve just got to try to forget
it. If you don’t, maybe you’ll
lost the next three or four just
thinking about it, Moffat concluded.
Moffat attributes a lot of his
success to tennis coach Butch
Kirkorian.
"I always try to play for
Butch because he’s helped me
so much. If it wasn’t for him I
wouldn’t have gotten as far as
I have," he said.
Moffat a physical education
major has no aspirations for
the pro tennis tour because of
the constant grind. But he
wants to coach possibly at the
junior college level.

Spartans close season

Teal

\
trotql..1

elU

school has got to be good."
Moffat elaborated.
Moffat admittedly was
fighting for his life at the
beginning of the year. But he
came back to beat the No. 1
men from Long Beach State
University and Fresno State
University in the PCAA finals.
"I gained a lot of experience
this year and maybe next year
I’ll win the close ones I lost," he
said.
Moffat feels that tennis
takes a lot of mental concentration along with the physical
skills.

L. Sports

ST iOWS

Freeman’s Sport Center
840 Town ft Country
San Jose
Freeman’s Sport Center
711 Town 8 Country
Sunnyvale
Western Mountaineering
248 Auzerats Avenue
San Jose

Mel Cottons
1266 W San Carlos
San Jose
Beck’s Shoes
86 Almaden Avenue
San Jose
Beck’s Shoes
3687 Union
San Jose

you THERE
Any Mountain
20630 Valley Green
Cupertino
Stans for Sports
Third at Grand
Sari Rafaol
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Baggott shines for SJSU judo

Sports

’Technique -hardest to learn’

TODAY
Error,.
VARSITY BASEBALL, 51S1.
State inn Pt :AA contest in Fresno et 7,30
Pm.
SASEIALL. the Spariababes
take on UCBerkeley no the Spartan
Diamond at 2.30 pot
SATURDAY
TRACK, West Coast Relays In Fresno.

, .ii.atri al 10.30 am Finds
ei 4 p m. AdmIselon.
VARSITY BASEBALL The 1973 season
dimes with a doubleheader against
Fresno State In Fresno beginning at IS
noun
FROSIIIIANNALL S1SU clone NM
tOr’ prone clash against the UC-Illeheley
Beers, on the Week Diamond at noon.

By PAUL STEWART
Surprise Sports Quiz No. 1.
"Baseball got to be a drag. This infamous statement
(according to Bowie Kuhn)
was made by:
Al. roe Pepitone
B). Curt Flood
Cl. john Baggott
Answer: All three. But in the
case of answer "C," it marked
the beginning of john
Baggott’s career as a judoka
tor San jose State University.
The 19-year-old freshman
who took up judo when he was
ten years old to build up
coordination for baseball."
simply admitted "that judo
started looking better and
better."
’rhe 1972 graduate of
Archbishop Mitty High
School in San Jose, who was a
hefty 200 pounds as a stellar
centerguard on the Monarch
football team, melted down to
a lightening quick 159 pounds
as a judoka.
-The hardest thing to learn
in judo is the technique,"
Baggott stated, "There’s
different techniques for
different weights."
-Take Dan Kikuchi. As a
heavyweight, he uses more of
a strength technique in his
matches," Baggott said.
referring to the Spartans’
National Heavyweight and
Grand National champion.
"In the 154’s, you have lobe
liquid in your movements," the
blond-haired accounting major stated, "I consider the 139pounders a division of pure
technique."
"Let’s face it, you can’t use
your weight as a factor in 139

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SPROUT SANDWICHES Jinseni tea. hot
.77 cold NATURAL FOODSTORE 126E
san Salvador Si

PRICED TO SELL
rattan bookshelf.
S taCall 5761481 after 5 pm

athey Anderegg en

JOHN BAGGOTT. (top). forces an unidentified judoka off
the mat in the National Collegiate Judo Championships
held earlier this year at Hayward State University. Baggott
took second In the 154s.

Simortaguide
nom

5.I8 SPRING CLEANING lerl Market.
May 11th. 10 00-2 00 or, in Si Sponsored by Co-rec, Sign up for SPACE
10.00-2 00 in front of Student Union or
call 998-2613
_
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 19,5
Fouo Souplemems limit., Prot.,.
ate
Vita E Calcium etc
Home Cleeners 1Basic H I etc
Hastily An051Proteinized Shampoo etc
Jonn S Mari Rhoades 297.)168
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Clowns
No Risks
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals
&bete. approerh. The tact Mat oil
natural produCIS really ere no Sow is
refl.?ed in opt
71NPIVECEOENLED Seim Growth
the.. ECM. wir
6111W VOL114 MIND
PleaSe r5ke r renp.iSOnS
We wilt risk you to do a tittle research
nolo", woe, you sponsor in
JOHN el MARY
466 So 5th 02
297.3866
GUYS AND GAIN
Wen a colleewage BALLET class at
tuner. School of Baum Basic tecnni.
goo for beginning dancers Small
classes indovidiun mite/Than Beverly
leant Director 241-1300
GOT A MOSLEM OR A QUESTION.
campus SOS can hem Cell the Spartan
Uaily afternoons Op 2 pIn 277.3181
00 YOU hire A S programs nem on cam Pm ’ II not door Horn epee, or the
oriewern board Apply in Me A S &EC!

FRIDAY FUCKS THE GREAT WHITE
HOPE" STARRING JAMES EARL
JONES MAY 11, 7 II 10 PM MORRIS
DAILEY CUD. SO4 ADM.
WED CINEMA "DILLY JACK" with Tom
Laugher, A Delores Taylor. May 16.310 &
1 30 PM MD Auditorium SO4.
FREE
BIKE RALLY, May 11, 1 PM at the 7th St
bike lot First prize-1 Pisceen 10 spd
1.1,1110 Sponsored by Atone Phi Omega
I.3 Ecoi Week

’AUTOMOTIVE
’66 MERC. CYCLONE, 2 dr HT, yellow
o bik int 1)8-4001. PS. PB. rent. 390 Eng.
A Dalt Drakes. shocks. good tires $749
Cali 29/.4530 aft 5 PM. Must sell
_
’69 VW VAN 72 rebuilt impost Runs
great Good tor carnpng. $500 or bait
offer Call 288-1071
FOR SALE
I

tonna 25) Excellent alOU

65 PONT LE MANS NS. Hurst 4.speed
New
SS water pump timing gear
’’HM22 or /96-5863
611711-250 6I VW Camper 520S Sth 027
BY. 289 Bldg 0 Nee
kJ& TSUN

,,zod shape Reliable $600
. .3-9016

1111,1,

/.

1970 VW BUG.
--St otter Call
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
No Student rieiused
.75,0iSCOUNT FOR 3 OGPA OR
NON SMOKERS
Momniv payments available
448.0223 nays 241-8873 eves

FREE MOVING BOXES & WOOD

VW SEDAN. Flebiell 1700 engine Brand
new parts. Ex cond. $900 Call any hour
2174E/87

Court., of
HUDEGA ESPANA
wines 8 Wine Making
11)413 N 4th

59 VW VAN $650 Call 292-9719 after 6
I’M or weekends

- CALLING ALL DOLLY FANS-Actress
Janis Paige leads SJ Music Theatres cast
in a foyous production of HELLO.
0011 0’ at Montgomery Theatre May 51) Owning choreography by professional Steve Merritt Student 5 children s
rates frorn 9.350 Wed 6 Mums 530 per
Also special 230 Sun matinee rates for
all Cart! SJ Music Theatre. 286-6841 or
come by 30E San Fernando Also SJ Box
08
-cant at door ADDITIONAL 504 OFF
ONE TICKET WITH THIS AD

85 TRIUMPH 500cc. extra chrome SemiLnupoed $550 or best offer Call 35602)3

FREE MONEY! Free housing. free
es....,woon ha: clothing. free furniture.
free travel. How to get it Fres details.
write Box 77346. Manta, Oa 30309

’71 HONDA CS 380 Excellent conditlop
$520 Call 226-7801 or 825-5529 after 3

KIM I THING is acetone to Mow you the
mines that THING has for you THINGS
includes everytning you need from
bicycle bags to cigarette papers THING
opens every weekday between 12 noon to
8 30 PM and located at corner Of S 901
E Wlllrarn St
HUMANITY isn’t dying of Most. but Of
lack 01 1000 How do we relearn to lone?
How do we find ourselves and fulfill our
potential in this dehumanizing worid7
The SEARCH FOR SELF 12 contemporary Iiirns to be shown four Monday
evenings in May won explore various
answers to these guedions encounter
movement commune! Irving sensor),
awareness parapsychology biofeedback
percPlion
behaviorism Each evening win conclude
witn small group chicussions Mondays.
7 30 Student Union Series ticket 88
Students, (10 rag I Single 82 50 Student
$350 reg I For tickets or further inrormation call the Humanist Community
of San Jose 294-5017
STAINILL ACADEMY offering rnernorml
Clay ittretyle weekend Planning Building model community in redwoods
Twenty participants For into onto
NOW. 1492 Starnat Rod Woodeide Cal
$ JOSS AVAILABLE{
AisMa, Canada & Europe, $8-15 per
hOur. Male 6 Fenton. Hurry send $3 to
Box 839 La Gres Geld 91214 For Job
Directory

MONDAY CINEMA THIS WEER
EtA IURES M with Peter Lorre and
Metropolis both films directed by Fritz
Laid) 30 & 7 .51,1 pm MO Andotonum 501
_

DOWN BAGS, 21 lb goose. excellent
cord $45 Ampex cease! recorder. 20
watts with speakers and tapes $65 Cali
286-3339 Phil or Mary
OLACKLITEPOSTERS$t 50, PATCHES
150 UP INCENSE 25-294 PIPES SI 00
& LIP RADIOS $395 A UP LEATHER
isouDS BINOCULARS $2200 & UP
HLAGKLI IT COMPLETE 18 111 95. 4
51e 95 STROBE LIGHTS 817 95. GAS
LILO BULB 5395 INDIA PRINTS. FISH
NE T TING St 9s5 UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando 1
OM Iron SJSU Phone 292-0409
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS. yovil love
RECYCLE a different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks at price Best Sci-Fi
selection in Bay Area Records. too We
11/110 tne books you want & need 8 beet
brices in town Yes we buy & trade boOks
6 Words RECYCLE 235S0 tat St 2886175
SAVE TINS AD’ adore you purchase
costly stereo equip retail check m, us for
discount prices to SJS students on all
von, meow Vva guarantee the lowest
prices in the Bay Area on such nemeses
sansui Pioneer Parent, Teat Dual
etc Call uS tot weekly specials tooI 2920593 or 252-2028
A MILLION USED BOOKS paperbacks
hricei and magazines Neal old
hookstore largest in Santa Clara Vane,
since 1928 Woodrun A Iriosn Twice
Head 50055 Sr E San Fernando tawn
A Lid 10 3075 JO ItHir oft within..
17 111 FT. SAILBOAT. daysailer 4 HP
It B iignts Rickets newer St 150 Ph
1.79172
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER
40s PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT Pn 293-2954
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
-who, & Ov,5,sn recoras end
sate Reasonable Cali 297-

SKIS S BOOTS-Head Moment 200cm
dindindS $55 Leather buCkle boots
44e 1 t-StO olIn came., Cali 277-8233

18 MALIBU. Auto trans New tires 8
Unitary Excellent condition 61.000 Call
re, .SSW)

oarrimo MARRIED THIS SUMMERS

VW TUNE-UP 56
ADJUST VALVES
CHECK POINTS. PLUGS
SET TIMING
255-2563 atter 6 PM
_
67 OPIL, 2 DOOR WAGON
XLNT. COND. ENGINE LIKE NEW,
TAPE SETUP 5700. CALL VARRIAN
289-9362
17 TR-45 New engine. new paint. new
guages and intenor Perfection pits.
Come and see 243-0136
_
VW FASTEACK newt, rebuilt engine.
hr... clutch. AM -1- M radio Ex rend
S ’nu I tars 191-1146I rOt 0271 Eves 125-11206
5.5 lilt low
_
111 FIAT MO. Runs good $125 Ca112945639
THIS ONE’S A 11100111 ’59 Ford Oslo*
Runs occseionally. good for parts $75 or
nest offer Call Mary 2261380
14 FORD custom 6. greet tr-an-spo- detTon
good mownenical condition $303 Cali
258-6912

FOR SALE
_
NATURAL AND
FOODS el
WHOLESALE PRICES. Friel, fruit &
produce, groins, beans. seeds, honey,
fruit juices vegetable 011111, eggs 10 to 3.
Ivan Ihru Sit. THE WELL 755* Nedding St San Jose, Ca 247-4800

clantrec

WE HANDEUILD the beet "NM
loudspeaker systems for the money
L, It LOUDSPEAKERS from 825 3549389

NEED GIRL tor light clerical &
nousecleaning Also handyman tor
yardwork & painting Flexible hours
$t 6Shr Call 247-3330 or 247-8477

9 All-Americans lead
Alumni in soccer match

OR

$150 Wed dress and veil, excellent cond
for $75 or best offer. Size 10 Recently
bought Cell 247-3341.
JUICE EXTRACTERO For sale-excel
Cond 2 1/2mo old.littleused.585 Come
see AM-FM stereo multiplex 4 channel
stereo. 8 Ireck deck, speaker
earphones WI for 580.6 rno old Call Mr
Freeman 294-2980 9 arn-6 pm
WEDGING DRESS, long. modern I plain
Uetachable train veil 850 296-3474 or
141-0936
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE 8 X 45’.
lurnisned In nice park vepool & laundry
nines from campus 52.000 or 7 2875/40
SPEAKERS-OUADRAPLEX I, 3 way
system good sound & condition 590
each 295-2615
STUDES-IIITCHIES All are experienced
puppies For $5 you get man. best friend
and a box of puppy chow 1592 Willow
Brae S J
O 1/4 SO CAMERA EINEM C SS
LENS’ 55 :05. 250 own w/LUNASIX LITE
METER Plus many extras Call Ken aft 1
PM 275-9454

HELP WANTED
DEMONSTRATORS
PLAN
RUNIERMAiD
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
TOO CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND, DISTRICT MANAGER 406
358-111227
MASSIUSSII-Earn TOP {Never while
training Day or night shift or pert-ttrne
V.I.P. HEALTH SALON, Fremont 7946542
RUNNY& wanars-exper preferred
NM mask Chinese WOW. Siemens.
taurant 15418 Los Gatos Sled Los
Gatos 3869184

Tony Suffle, are slowed down
by injuries.
Despite the wealth of talent
that is handed to the Alumni
each season, the varsity
remains in command of the
series, having won four of the
seven contests while tieing
one.
The varsity is set logo with
Gary St. Clair and Brian
Russell guarding the nets and
joe Amessa and Steve Gray at
fullback.
Joe Giovacchini will be the
man to cover pn the forward
Giovacchini has been a

scoring whiz in the Stanford
games and he will be joined by
Boris Bandov, Tony Rosa and
Phil Galioto on the front line.
Superstars from out of the
past returning to their forming
stomping grounds include
career scoring leader Mani
Hernandez, Lew Fraser, Frank
Mangiola, Ai Korbus, Art
Romswinckel, Steve Locci and
Freddy Nourzad.
The contest will get
underway at 8 p.m. with a
junior varsity game schedule
dto open at 6. Admission for
the games will be free.

1 0%
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

LSAT

Ed

Re 0 0 0

STAR
MOTORS
373 So. Market Si.
Jose
San

Present Student Body Card For Discount
asmoommimosememeemmmies.memoi

TOWNHOUSE WEST 2 Pinot turn 3
months $130 Built-in washing machine.
ers-I027.

TES needed. Nice.
Spacious house. Close to campus.
Available June 1st. Call 294-2909,

TYPING
60 Nonn 310 St Apt 01323
287-4355

BE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live
Iran in attractive room Girls over 18
please call 298-2308 en 5

F4IUAY FLICKS "The Great White Hope"
starring James Earl Jones, My 11,7 & 10
PM, Morels Dailey Aud. NS adm.

ATTRACTIVE. LARGE, CORNER room
in guise home Ideal for study Parking
kitchen priv near campus S.M.
mature man $75/mo 2819154

HOUSE to share or room to rent Los
Gatos. Full privileges, pool, single
student or couple. 351.8784 or 355-9035

TYPING in my Normh side home.
reasonable Satiefectioi guaranteed
263-2739

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope Contempors-v
Literature Press 311 California Street
Suite 412 San FranCiSra 94104

MONDAY
EtA I URES
Metropolis
Lang 308

DELUXE FURN.40i foi rem $130 mo 4
1111 trorn campus Owe, See manager
epr 03 1E5 E Heed St Si

LEARN SPORT PARACHUTING
COMPLETE FIRST JUMP INSTRUCTIONS.
ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
STEVENS PARA-LOFT 569-53513

HELM Need to rent or buy small tent
trailer. Call 289-1188 (after 9 PMI

CINEMA THIS WEEK
"M with Peter Lorre and
both films directed by Fritz
7 30pm MD Auditorium 504

PRETTY GIRLS wanted to dance go-go
at a club with class NO TOPLESS. Start
51.50Mr. Must be over 21 years.
Auditions daily 292-5680 San Jose THE
HIP-HUGGER 580 MERIDIAN AVE.
SECRETARY.
CAMP
STORE
fIL)OKKEPPER. PURCHASING AGENT
and DINING ROOM COUNSELOR
needed tor line High Sierra Private Girls
camp. Send resume to 1485 Redwood Or
Los Altos. 94022 1415/ 8812
VOLUNTEERS FOR SUMMER SCHOOL
CREDIT on areas of Art. Music. Drama.
Science for six week Day Camp See or
call Joante Martino, Activities Office not
72972
ATTENTION
PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE
Full-tome summer lobs even showing
specialty items to single working gals
Management Opponunmes
Must have own transportation
For Interview Call Collect
14151 632-8886 9-1 PM
RIFLERY INSTRUCTOR -121-351.
Purchasing Agent. Stablehand.
Uisnwasher needed Ion High Sierra
Camp June 15 -Aug 22 Ph 14151 9674297
SINGLE WOMEN 121-351, needed as
counselors for fine High Serra private
girls camp to teach Watershoing. Arts Lk
Crafts,
English-Western Equitation,
Lsymnastics 8 Typing-Newspaper Ex per Pre! 6:16 - 922 Ph 14151 967-4297

HOUSING
THE LOST FLTA MARKET. SO varies
941) 0, d St Ph 193-1323
ooen Wed tn. Sun 6-430 & 8-5 30
roe parking 6 admission Thouesn,1 of
..seitui items antique’ & collectibles

88 HONDA 350 Scrambler See to 59pos..als $375 Carl 265-3861 after 5

WANTED- 63 Ford Finnan* or Mercury
Cornet Needed for parts 241-6705

pound competition.- said adversaries he’s ever seen.
Baggott’s choice of Cohen
Baggott. "you have to be
smooth, liquid."
was also echoed by -Wild" Bill
Baggott who placed second Kauffuld. one of Baggott’s
in the National Collegiate judo teammates, who has (aced
Championships in the 154- Cohen in competition.
Baggott credits a rugged
pound bracket last March,
was eliminated after three training schedule with
rounds in the National keeping him in shape during
Amateur Athletic Union judo the off season. The Spartan
Head soccer coach Julie
Championships in Atlanta. judoka runs approximately
Menendez made a statement a
Georgia three weeks ago.
five miles a day. while
few weeks back that the 1973
and the engaged in an active en"The AAll’s
Spartan hooters would be one
Nationals are two different durance and weight lifting
of if not the best team he has
matches." said Baggott. "It’s program.
ever handled.
like trying to compare college
During the season however.
That statement will get the
to professional football."
Baggott runs 12 miles a week
full test this evening at
you
must
"In the Collegiate’s
to gain endurance and keep his
Spartan Stadium when the
face other collegiate weight down.
Spartan varsity takes on the
competition," stated SJSU
"Mr. Uchida’s matwork
Alumni squad. The Alumni
mentor Yosh Uchida. -In the drills and really difficult, but
team assembled this year inAAU’s, you face everybody - - they really built up your encludes nine All-Americans
collegiate, alumni, indepen- durance," stated Baggott,
plus two men who were on the
dents. judo clubs. It’s com- "Groups of three judokas
1972 Olympic squad.
scrimmage for three minutes
pletely different."
The Spartans have
"John has a lot of desire." straight, with little rest
clobbered Stanford twice in
continued Uchida. "as well as, between each round."
other Spring tilts but the
a lot of guts."
Cards can hardly be compared
John Baggott has three more
The "freshman marvel" had
to the powerful Alumni team.
years left at SjSU, and he’s
nothing but praise for Uchida,
To make the situation more
already gained national
always referring to him as Mr.
difficult, two of the varsity’s
recognition
or
coach"
as
a
never
"the
Uchida.
judoka.
top players, jimmy Zylker and
"Coach."
-If you put out 100 per cent 13B
for him, he’ll put out 100 per
cent for you," said Baggolt, 11110
PREPARATION FOR SUMMER
"He’s just a fine coach."
"Mr. Uchida has been by far, II
the biggest help to me in my
judo career," stated Baggott,
"When I started the season I 1111P
had a really cocky attitude,
but he’s really changed that."
STANLEY H KAPLAN
Baggott readily admits his
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Since 1938
brother, a varsity judoka at
West Point, is his toughest op- INIF
BAY AREA (408) 275-8374
ponent. The Spartan judoka
also named Irwin Cohen as one
of the most tenacious

TWO FINAL,* needed to share large
panty turn. 2 bdrm. house 1,1 other girl.
550/mo. Pets ok. For summer. 293-3702.
ROOM IN LARGE OLD CASTLE. with
moat & glen. Co-op 96 S. 17th St 216/441
ROOM-KIT. Co-ed Reserve now for
summer Summer rates June thru
August Ivy Hall 279 E San Fernando.
Clean, quiet, close 294-6472, 293-9814,
253-1152.
ROOMS, MEN, Cheerful, wry, wall to wall
carpet. Good bade Outside entrance
Lhaet 406 So 1 1 th St
FURNISHED APTS.
130 E San Salvador St micros’ from
Uuncan Hall I Summer & Fall applicatiors
now being taken Call 294-6028 or 29487513 Ask for J B or Mr Lee
LOW SUMMER SATES-INCREASED
SECURITY
e 3 Bedroom. 2 balh1100, on to ph
Ate wood paneling-snag cpts 470 S
ill sr Ph 287-7590
LARGE 3 bdrm.. 2 ba. apt $216/mo Fall.
SIGS/summer. See at 359$ 121h SI or
cm 298-1507.
MOUSES. WOMEN for summer 8 next
school term Fireplace, garbage disposal.
ret & freezer, volley bell 8 tennis court.
Will accomodate groups of 4, G. 57, Call
at 406 So, 1 1th St.
2 SORM. Apt $135/month or Studio
595,month 601 S 5th St See moo ISO,
call 195-0690 or 2580617
ONE EONS. UNITS
5115 Well furnished
1115 Freshly painted 1100 5 Ilth

410S. an

WHAT IT 151
Deluxe F urn Apts
2 bdrm, 2 bath 5140 trio-eummer
145£. William St 098-2464
LARGE 2 bdrm . 2 bath. turn apta Now
renting for summer. 5110 See St 506 S
I ttn St . Call 294-7386 winter rates $150

FEMALE-Share spacious, attractive,
Sale
quiet apt with one girl
neighborhood, shod bike nos to campus
998118139

Hausa-Groat

SAN F AAAAAA 0
atmosphere linen 8 maid service. color
V Kitchen priv . tile showers. parking
Center of aclivoty 237 E San Fernando
86910 $89/m0 295-9504 or 293-6345
_
LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom opts turn $130. velum $120
w *new Carpets Quiet atmosphere near
the campus 385 S 4th St Cali Ben 2888383 or John 358.5706
UNIVERSITY CLUB-Co-ed Beautiful
noose fireplace grand piano. color 7 V .
recreation room. kit Priv maid & linens.
Parking. Courtyard Include" Continental
Breakfast From $79nno 202 So 11th
193-7374

rsnee

111-ED-RO-OM NOLEN* Across
Street trent campus furnish Or unf urn
Faculty preferred Cali 354-4383
6109
Large studio sep study room
Heated pools turn w,crpets
5 min from canvas"
secluCled
267.1200
FOR RENT; ,2 bedroom furnished
apartment. $150. 533 South 10110 Street,
Call 272-0205
NO AND UP, race conga:wow. quiet
rooms downtown. MI priv .810 3-52
N Stri St
FREE RENT. One rnonins Fran Rent to
students with 6 months rental agreement
Minutes frorn campus, adult and family
sections. small pets. recreation Sapling
2 berm 2 bath from $175 Unfurnished
from $195 furnished 3 13d.wi apts also
available Willow Glen Welt Call 2816
1474
HOUSE. 3 bdrm. 2 bath, garage, pabo.
and iota of perking 611 S tOth. $285/rno
$250 in summer Phone 295-5298,
LARGE HOUSE, party lurn. for S. $200
summer. $320 rim HOUSE for 4, 2 bdr
meg
5130 Sum UNIT for 2170. sum
S. 11th & San Carlos. 246-3023 or 7395479.

stoe

$SO FURNISHED STUDIO
All utilities included. Clean I parking
Men only 620 So. 3rd St
NMI FURNISHED STUDIO
Convenient to campus
830 South 9th St
LARGE turn. 2 boon. apt. SUM.. MN
5180. 5180. 11185 4 pereon max.1543 S. leth
or Call Agent 275-6333
FROM $55/mo. Now rooms scrolls the
campus. 1111. pHs Wit pd Menet 99 S. 915.
Women 278 5 tOth St. Many mares that
must be seen SUMMER RATES BEGIN
JUNE 1 et from 540 Open daily for inspection Call 295-8514. 295-6526 Of 2879585
ROOM
remale Preferred -2 blocks from campus $55 upstairs if you join Us you get
wholesale groceries to boot Call soon for
cool summer, 296-7438.
SHARP ROOMY FUNS. 1 Iv duplex 1/2
olk to campus. Lrg. kit & bath & form Or
Stock yd w/patio $150/mo. eves. 21377322 or 293-2997 eves
LOW SUMMER AAAAAA 96 Clean, turn,
comfortable. 1 bdrm apt Now taking
reservationS 288-7474 or 264.7332.633
o eth St SJ
TOWNHOUSE EAST. 2 Mem . furn..
summer-3 full months. $126/m0. 2931648.

ROOMS FOR RENT IN
downstairs mictIon of Almaden eras
house. (nr. capital Ivey.) Pref. female.
$75/rno. Mil Call 208-01N or 264.1752
SUMMER RATES AVAILARLI NOWI
Private MOM vekll . sup entrances large.
light. wry 294-6472. 203-9814, 253-1152
279 E San Fernando (next doer to
Pesnuts
IVY HALL

LARGE APTS., turn., quiet. Parking. Taking applications for summer 8 Fall. 1
536S 8th St *9
bdrm $80.2 brirrn
295-7894

$in.

TWO FEMALES needed to share three
bdrm furnished house near campus.
$45rmo. All utilities paidl 296-0156.
FEMALE, Sen or grad student needed to
share 2 bdrrn turn, apt 560/rno. Nr.
campus Pool 298-13138
ROOM WANTED in large house with 4-5
students nr So 12-15 before June 1st
Call Dave OE 9 at 289-1994
LARGE RM in pat Some for 1 or 2 male
students near SJSU. 297-6079.
PRIVATE ROOMS for male students:
Duplex. 112 51k SJSU. summer & Fall;
share liv rrn kit etc 297-8079.
3 BORN, HOUSE 1 block SJSU Avail
Summer & Fall UMW din, wOmren 2976079.
NEED i Or 2 people to share my luxury
apt IdiShwaSher, sauna, heated pools
etc I For appro. Smooths, Male or female Call 246-7061,
SUMMER
NOW-STUl)10S-rrn w.corl bath & kit env
w/group. Also. 2-3 bdrm apts, rms
w/kitch too 292-7772
SUNNY LARGE 2 bdrrn apt w/carpitong.
turn . 200, $155 summer rate 4390 Ith
St Call 998-0819
SUPER AAAAA 1 bdrm, apts.
wrcarpeting. Furnished. 1135/mo.
Summer rates 5115. 439 S. 4th St. Call
998-8619,
AIR-COND. Summer rates, 2 6 3 bdrm
5135 10 9180 Large, Modern, 6950. 111h.
Call 275-1974

TYPIST-MST, Accurst* Can editMasters etc Near SJSU Mrs Awanian
298-4104
TYPING-term papers. ate emertenced
and fast Phone 26941374
COLOR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY . 72
oeautitul 3 1/2 x 5 color proof.
negatives $70 289-1449 or 286-8658
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Mainers’ Reports Dissertation.
Marianne Temberg - 1924 Harris
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose
TYPING. EDITING. FAST, ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTR1C. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER CALL 244-6444 AFTER 030
MARY BRYNER
RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract
Free del Free service Cell Eechas 2512596
Selectric-Thests.
TYPING -IBM
raison, general typing. letters. INC
Reasonable rates 263-6695
BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates 5138 includes
gold & white album 60 color prints of
your Choice full Set 01 slides MIME
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra lull
00101 8 X i() s St 25 each Stall of 20
onotograpners Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open
every evening until 10 pm For FREE
Bridal Packet Call 257-3161

LEGAL SECRETARIES do fast accurate
typing on IBM Seismic Call Nancy or
Mary 267-3180 or after 6 PM 235.1540.

IF YOU’RE ENGAGED...
NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Net ure s taking parr in making our line of
Wedding Invitations and Accessories Inc
most creative and personalized ever
Colorful flowery proclamations Rich
original nature-photography invitations
Even the creamy classic traditional,
TOWN 8 COUNTRY DUPLICATING no’
a nog" selection of truly original accessories and announcements to choose
from -with a very special gift offer to any
GSUSJ student wart this ad
TOWN & COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 S. Sorel oge Sunnyvale Rd
Cupertino, Cant. 95014
Phone 253-1131

PASSPORTS-I. D. PHOTOS
4 for $350 C.Medity service Ram -3p m
Salt S m to nine TINKERBELL
STUDIO 1040 The Alerneds SJ Call 2965882
TYPING-Reasonable experienced and
lest IBM Select,. Call Helen 263-2739

SPEED READING
DOUBLE Of TRIPLE your reading rate.
Develop critical reading skills 5 wk.
course. Begone May 14 Mon Eves in
Palo Alto Taught courses at Stanford.
U.C.L.A., New York Life, Westinghouse,
PT iS T Only 850. Call Now Michael S
Katz 14151 327-7567.

FEMALE ROO AAAAA WANTED for
summer andror fall 7 bdrm 2-story
house 4 roorns available June 1st
551 437rno per room. Call 289-1744

SERVICES
CLASSES IN POTTERY, macrame,
stained glass. Pea/Nab. rates. Blossom
Hill Crafts. 356-8784 or 3561035.

WIGGING PHOTOGRAPH that makes
toe occasion look as special as it feels
visa out gallery and make the cornpanson-a different kind of photography
for people who care Petersen & Bishop
Hnolography, Los Gatos 438 North
sante Cruz 354-2513
DRUG-10
Anonymous Analysts
14151 9661158
STUDENT TYPING
Near Meridian & Curtner
Experienced 265-2134
YOUR OWN LANGUAGE
Bright colors. hesutiful smello flowers
speak a lenguage all their own Al very
special limes like yOur wadding der
you want them to express a thoumnd
BRIDAL FAIRE FLOWER
things
SERVICE restores truly creative combo:unions ot floral delignS hundreds of
distinct quality arrengements at Ian.
Inlic student prices We invite you to
compare bridal bouquets start at only
$650 Student specie! $5 discount with
wadding order socompamed by this ad
BRIDAL FAIRS FLOWER SERVICE
Saraloga-SunnyvaN Rd.:.
10311 S
Cupertino. 257.7202
try earr DRY CUNNING for sweeter.
shins. pants 954 & up C.V.
Launderette Corner 5 3rd & San
salvador

PHOTOGRAPHY
Weddings $25
Pessports 54
GOnenettral Adv. PR Fashion B 6 W
coior 2780596,
GIANT POSTERS made from any photo.
wide or print in 1 day 85 Great goft idea
Super Snot, 353 Meridian 293-5664
VORMNO AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing. editing grad A under) Also
Everything for everybody 379.8018
SWIM LESSONS BY PROFESSIONAL
Nine years teaching ALL AGES how
IC wifely arilOn the water Located
SLOSSOM HILL TENNIS CLUB.
Make convenient Summer reservations
Phone Peter D Orient 365-4020
_

LEAD gut tan st needs drummer and bass
guitarist to play local .pots around town
Call Frank 288-9832
FRIDAY FLICKS ’THE GREAT WHITE
HOPE" STARRING JAMES EARL
JONES MAY 11, 7 & 10 PM MORRIS
DAILEY AUD, 500 ADM,
MAGICAL CATS 1100 10 good home. Box
01 1000 to boot Call 294-1875 afternoons
and nights

TRANSPORTATION
ONE WAY CHARTER TO NEW YORK
MAY 3105 $99.03 (tax Included)
Contact Richard 274-4813
RU8S1A-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $381
inclusive LOndOn departure! Small
international group camping travel Ages
18-30 Also Europe Atoms India 3-1t
WKS Write Whole Earth Travel LIO Box
1497 CC Mo 64141
_
FLYING SOON’? Well It Pays To He
young With TWA Your TWA Campus
Representative Ehil Crawford 1225-7282/
can nem you make your GETAWAY Fly
Al 1 3 Oe with TWA Youth passport Stake
tip to 24 months to Pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREW CARD Call 2257262 for information after 500 2986600
for reservations or your local !revel agent
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
cisafter hlignts International call Campus Reo France Morales 286-1196

CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete dorms/ international prograrns. Contact
Jonn, Student Services West. Inc., 235 E
Santa Clara, e715, 287-8301
SUMMER CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
Dale Destination Airline Price
Lo Jo 8 Oak to Frankfurt ONA S279
Het July 4 Brussels to Oak. 0C-10
La. Ju 1901k. to Amsterdam ONA$279
Het. July 25 Frankfurt to Oak. DC-10
Ly. July 5 Oak to London ONA 5279
Him Aug. 8 Amsterdamto Oak. DC-10
Lv July 22 Oak. to Frankfurt ONA $279
Rol Aug 22 Zurich to Oak. DC-10
(plus many other flights) One way flights
5159. For further flight info. contact
Rtchard 274-4813
SUMMER CHARTER TO MEXICO
MAZATLAN round trip Wrier’. 8 nights,
9 days /A hotel plus extras $109 PUIRTO
VALLAR TA round lap whiny 8 nights. 9
days & hotel plum extras $229 Eight dates
available
contact Richard 274-4013,
10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM 3239 ROUND.TRiP
JAPAN FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
19161 451-7905
1466 52nd St Sacramento CA 95819
SUMMER CHARON TO AUSTRALIA
AvAiLABLE FLIGHTS BETWEEN JuneSPIT
round-trip fare $578
Contact Richard 274-4613
EUROPE - I
AFRICA
student flights Student camping tours
throughout Europe Flussis and Mexico
inticiai SOFA agent for inter-European
Rodent chimer lives including Middy
East and Far EOM CONTACT iSCA
rtbel San Vicente Blvd e4 LA Calif
90049 TEL 12131 6265669 8260955

PE RSONAIS
_
DONATE ON A REGULAR SLOOD
Dime. program and MC.oe up to
Sall monthly Bring student 1D or this ad
bonus with yOur 1.11
Cod MC..
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
S Almaden Ave San Jose CA 204-6535
MONDAY THOU FRIDAY 110 3 pm

MONDAY CINEMA THIS WINK
FEATURES 1.1 min Peter Lorre and
Metropcifis’ both films directed by Fritz
Lang 3.30 & 7.30 per MO Auditorium 504

CHARTER FLIGHTS. Complete
&minim / international programs
Contact John. Student Service. West,
Inc. 235 E Santa Clara. 4710, 2674301

LOST & FOUND
IM
Uog found. German Shepard Mk Muncie., brown and block wired collar,
vicinity of 11th and Margaret Cell Paula
275-9343

